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Editor s Preface

J&

'AINT JOHN BOSCO, the central figure of this vastly
extensive biography, was a towering person in the affairs of both
Church and State during the critical 19th century in Italy. He was
the founder of two very active religious congregations during a
time when other orders were being suppressed; he was a trusted and
key liaison between the Papacy and the emerging Italian nation of
the Risorgimento; above all, in troubled times, he was the saintly
Christian educator who successfully wedded modern pedagogy to
Christ's law and Christ's love for the poor young, and thereby deserved the proud title of Apostle of youth.
He is known familiarly throughout the world simply as Don
Bosco.1 His now famous system of education, which he called the
Preventive System, was based on reason, religion and kindness, and
indicated by its descriptive name that, also in education, an ounce
of prevention is worth a pound of cure. He always sought to place
pupils in the moral impossibility of committing sin, the moral disorder from which all evils flow.
To ensure the continuation of his educational mission in behalf
of youth he founded two worldwide religious congregations, the
Society of St. Francis de Sales (Salesian Society) and the Institute
of the Daughters of Mary Help of Christians (Salesian Sisters)
which today number more than 40,000 members conducting 2800
educational institutions throughout the world.
To help in the difficult art of educating the young, Don Bosco
planned to expound his method of education in a book but, absorbed as he was in the task of firmly establishing his two religious
congregations and in unceasing other labors, he had to content
1
Don is an abbreviation of the Latin dominus, master. It is used in Italy as a
title for priests; it stands for Father.
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himself with a simple outline of his ideas in a golden little treatise
entitled The Preventive System in the Education of Youth.
Fortunately, the Biographical Memoirs of St. John Bosco are
ample compensation for a book which, if written, might have given
us only theories. These memoirs, a monumental work in nineteen
volumes, until recently reserved exclusively to Salesians and published only in the original Italian, are now available, unabridged, in
this American edition not only to his spiritual children, devotees
and admirers, but also to all who are interested in education.
In these volumes Don Bosco is shown in action: not theorizing,
but educating. What he said and did in countless circumstances was
faithfully recorded by several of his spiritual sons, chief among them
Father Giovanni Battista Lemoyne. From the day he first met Don
Bosco in 1864 to his own death in 1916, Father Lemoyne spent
his life recording words and deeds of Don Bosco, gathering documents,2 interviewing witnesses, and arranging raw material for the
present nineteen volumes of the life of Don Bosco, eight of which
he himself authored beside readying another volume for the press
before his death.
In the compilation of the Biographical Memoirs of St. lohn
Bosco, Father Lemoyne's primary sources were the Memorie dell'Oratorio dal 1835 al 1855 (Memoirs of the Oratory from 1835
to 1855) written by Don Bosco himself, the diaries and chronicles
of various fellow Salesians who daily recorded what Don Bosco
said or did, numerous letters of the Saint, the Cinque lustri di
storia dell'Oratorio di S. Francesco di Sales (The History of the
First Twenty-five Years of the Oratory of St. Francis de Sales)
written by Father John Bonetti, S.D.B., and personally checked by
Don Bosco, the proceedings of the diocesan process of beatification
and other unimpeachable contemporary documents and testimonies.
Above all, Father Lemoyne, intelligent, conscientious and wellinformed, not only used reliable sources, but was himself an eye
witness. He recorded what he personally saw and heard from Don
Bosco. This enabled him to write a true history, even though not
according to modern critical methods. He concerned himself
2
All the documents in the archives at the Salesian Motherhouse in Turin, Italy
are now being microfilmed and stored in the Don Bosco College Library in Newton,
New Jersey.
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principally with presenting chronologically his vast selected material
and therefore his narrative is somewhat fragmentary and may lack
scientific method. It is nevertheless true history, even Volume I
which deals mainly with Don Bosco's youth and the training he
received from Mamma Margaret, his mother.3 When gifted writers
and scholars of the future will produce a critical biography of Don
Bosco, the Biographical Memoirs will still not be surpassed because
Father Lemoyne lived at Don Bosco's side, wrote what he saw and
heard, and eminently succeeded in giving us a living portrait of Don
Bosco.
In editing the translation of thç Biographical Memoirs accuracy
and readability were the goals we set. This was not easy and occasionally, as regards the latter, we may have fallen short of the mark.
Nineteenth century Italian does not readily lend itself to an agile
version that strives to be an accurate translation and not a paraphrase.
We have departed from the original in only one minor point: the
lengthy titles or series of subtitles in each chapter. Father Lemoyne's method of chronological sequence in his narration necessarily made the contents of each chapter fragmentary. As it was
not possible, under these circumstances, to give them a meaningful
title and the volumes were not indexed, Father Lemoyne prefaced
each chapter with many subtitles. In some volumes such subtitles
fill a whole page. Since we have indexed each volume and subtitles
become unnecessary, we selected in each chapter the most outstanding episode and gave it a title.
For the publication of the Biographical Memoirs we owe a debt
of gratitude to the Very Reverend Augustus Bosio, S.D.B., Provincial of the Salesians in the eastern United States, who sponsored
this project.
In the preparation of Volume I we are indebted and wish to express our thanks to Mr. Salvator Attanasio, Rev. Paul Aronica,
S.D.B., and Rev. Michael Ribotta, S.D.B., for their editorial assistance; to Rev. Henry A. Sarnowski, S.D.B., for the preparation of
the Index; to Rev. Pietro Stella, S.D.B., and Rev. Amedeo Rodino,
3
Cf. Francis Desramaut, S.D.B, Les Memorie I de Giovanni Battista Lemoyne,
Étude d'un ouvrage fondamental sur la jeunesse de saint Jean Bosco, Lyon, 1962,
p. 41 Iff.
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S.D.B., respectively assistant director of the archives and director
of Public Relations at the Salesian Motherhouse in Turin, for providing valuable information; to the following members of the Editorial Board, Rev. Joseph S. Bajorek, S.D.B., Rev. Emil Fardellone,
S.D.B., Rev. William Kelley, S.D.B., Rev. Peter Lappin, S.D.B.,
Rev. Hugh McGlinchey, S.D.B., and Rev. Joseph Perozzi, S.D.B.,
for their various contributions, and finally to all others who also
have helped in some way or other.
May the reading of these Memoirs portraying the life of a man
whom Pope Pius XI called "a giant of sanctity" inspire his spiritual
children, to whom this work is primarily directed, and all men and
women of good will to walk their own path of life in a spirit of
service to God and man.
F R . DIEGO BORGATELLO, S.D.B.
Editor-in-Chief
New Rochelle, N.Y.
lune 5,1965
124th Anniversary of Don Bosco's Ordination
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GO

ITH brotherly affection I offer my dear Salesian confreres this biography of Don Bosco, our venerated Father in Christ.
Eagerly have they all awaited this work entrusted to me by the
Superior. It is, then, a pleasure to be able to satisfy, at least in part,
their most legitimate desire with this first volume: the rest will follow at brief intervals.
I have not omitted any significant detail about Don Bosco that
came to my attention. The story of his life truly constitutes a
wondrous complex of events in which the hand of God is clearly
discernible. A source of infinite comfort to us in the present, it rekindles our firm trust in the future.
The narrative adheres strictly to the truth. Few people in this
world, I believe, have had their love and affection requited by his
spiritual sons as much as Don Bosco. They have provided me with
innumerable recollections of things they themselves had seen and
heard. From 1864 to 1888, I myself kept a record of everything I
considered worthy of note. I came to know many things during the
long, confidential talks I frequently had with Don Bosco over a
period of twenty-four years. Not a single word of these conversations has been lost. I should like to stress the fact that throughout
these talks Don Bosco never made the slightest allusion to the shining virtues of his upright heart. Nor did he ever express himself as
favored by God with supernatural gifts. His reticence on this score,
born of his deep humility, was amply made up for not only by
those who lived at his side, but also by those who knew him as a
friend, although less intimately, and by the Salesian Cooperators.
These came forward by the hundreds to tell me what they knew
about Don Bosco, and many of them declared their willingness to
substantiate their testimony under oath.
Abundant as the material I have gathered may be, no less im-
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posing are the many facts, assertions and proofs of his admirable
virtues that I am still in the process of gathering. All this compels
me to lament life's brief span and leads me to believe ever more
that the subject I am dealing with is inexhaustible. My work could
be considered complete only if the canonical inquiry into Don
Bosco's life were already terminated and we could read and quote
the depositions of sworn witnesses. This we cannot do until the
canonization proceedings are over. Nevertheless, I trust that Salesians will be able to recognize the features of their good Father in
these pages, and that they will be pleased with the testimonies that
are described here.
These pages have been prompted not by the imagination, but by
a heart guided by calm reason; they are the result of lengthy investigation, correspondence and comparison of sources. The narratives, the dialogues, everything that I considered worthy of being
recorded, are a faithful, literal account of the facts as presented by
the witnesses. Here and there some chapters may be judged overdrawn, many anecdotes overly embroidered with details, various
acts of virtue too frequently repeated, even though they occurred
at different times and places. I could have done otherwise, but then
much valuable data would have been irreparably lost and my confreres could then justly deplore this course of action. Moreover, I
had been instructed by our revered Rector Major, Father Michael
Rua, to omit nothing that should come to my knowledge, even
though at the moment I might consider it of slight importance.
There is always time to eliminate the superfluous, and synthesis is
made easier when the subject matter has been logically developed
in its entirety.
I have also dwelt on Margaret Bosco, mother of the venerated
founder of the Society of St. Francis de Sales. I considered this indispensable for a proper understanding of her son's life, especially
of his childhood. Indeed, the virtues of the mother were to flower
splendidly in Don Bosco.
My narrative has a family tone. My sole desire is to present Don
Bosco as he really was and to paint as vivid a portrait as possible.
I have written this book for you alone, my dear confreres. Until
the Holy See has pronounced its definitive judgment and our Rector
Major has given his permission in writing, this book should not be
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publicized. [Until that time] I do not authorize any translations,
reprints, imitations, compendiums, or extracts for any purpose at
all; I do not wish it to be put in the hands of anyone who is not a
member of our Pious Society as source material to be published in
praise of Don Bosco. Hence, I place this book under the protection
of existing copyright laws. Another edition will be printed later, in
order to meet the insistent demands of our pupils and innumerable
friends and benefactors.
Dearest confreres, these pages portray Don Bosco as a child,
student, seminarian, priest, and as a founder of festive oratories,
hospices, trade schools, boarding schools, religious congregations
and foreign missions. We shall find in them a powerful stimulus
both for our own sanctification and that of the young people entrusted to our care. Here we have a guide in every circumstance
of our own life, a model of all Christian, religious and priestly virtues. Here we shall find his spirit, his heart, his method of education, his insatiable and effective yearning for the salvation of souls.
In his every thought and act we shall see his unbreakable bond to
the one Roman, Catholic and Apostolic Church and to the Vicar
of Jesus Christ on earth. We shall feel our love for the growth and
glory of our Pious Society burn ever more ardently in our hearts;
we shall have closer ties to, and a greater trust in, our Rector Major,
Father Michael Rua, to whom I dedicate these volumes that he
inspired and approved; we shall obey more generously and promptly
Don Bosco himself who in his farewell letter repeats to us: "Your
Superior is dead, but another will be elected who will take care of
you and of your eternal salvation. Listen to him, love him, obey
him, pray for him as you have done for me."
Finally, we shall feel within our hearts an ever more tender affection and gratitude toward the Blessed Virgin Mary, the Help of
Christians, who most wondrously guided Don Bosco along every
step of his life, in order to give us inexhaustible proof of her
maternal goodness.
F R . GIOVANNI BATTISTA LEMOYNE

of the
Society of St. Francis de Sales
Turin, August 15,1898—Feast of the Assumption
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CHAPTER 1

Historical

Background

^ 3 EFORE beginning our narrative of the remarkable life
of John Bosco, it may be useful to make a rapid survey of the
calamitous events that swept over Europe at the end of the 18th
and at the beginning of the 19th century. They can be summarized
in a single phrase: war against the papacy.
Protestant princes, grown rich by despoiling the Church, ruled
over the nations they had estranged from the true Faith by usurping
the Pope's spiritual supremacy and persisted in their arrogant rebellion against the Vicar of Jesus Christ. Catholic princes chafed
under an authority that exercised spiritual jurisdiction over them.
They were constantly pressing the Pope to betray his obligations
and submit to their bullying. Freemasonry was animated by Satan
and his renegade Jewish, Protestant and Catholic disciples. It had
sworn to erase the kingdom and the name of Jesus Christ from the
face of the earth. Such an end, it saw, could best be achieved by
wresting temporal power from the Pope in Rome, thereby curtailing his freedom and restricting his influence to a minimum. Prepared to betray both rulers and nations, Freemasonry succeeded
in its efforts to win over perfidious councillors to its cause, or to
plant them in the cabinets of ruling sovereigns. Dormant resentment
against Rome was revived, and the already smoldering fires of agitation were fanned into life. History records their success in spite of
the efforts of the Pope, who, with the gentleness of a good shepherd
and a loving father, sought to dissuade kings from paths that inevitably led to perdition.
The time came when a sizable part of the populace, corrupt and
irreligious, fancied itself stronger than even the very kings who had
set the scandalous example of rebellion against God. The throne
of France was the first to topple in 1793, and the very courts of
1
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Protestant England indicted Freemasons as accomplices in every
act of impiety and infamy committed during the rule of the French
Republic.
Before long, the storm that menaced Europe broke over Italy
because Rome was there. For four years the Austro-Sardinian
troops had denied the French army access to the Alpine passes. At
this time, Charles IV of Spain coveted Rome with its countryside
as a gift for his son-in-law, the Duke of Parma, while Ferdinand
IV, King of Naples, wanted to wrest the principalities of Benevento
and Pontecorvo for himself. So both sovereigns chose this moment
to open negotiations with the atheistic and regicidal French government to gain its consent to their plans. In their shortsightedness
they failed to foresee the consequences of their foolish scheme. At
the same time Francis II, Emperor of Austria, planned to seize the
three Legations of Bologna, Ferrara and Ravenna.1
General Napoleon Bonaparte invaded Piedmont in 1796 after
defeating the Austro-Sardinian alliance. He conquered Lombardy,
Venice and Genoa. Then he wrested the three Legations and the
Mark of Ancona from the Pope, and set out for Egypt after ordering his armies to invade the other Italian States. The Directoire
ordered the occupation of Rome in 1798, and, as had been done
elsewhere, the city was plundered of its treasures and its works of
art. Pope Pius VI was taken prisoner to Valence, where he died on
August 29 at the age of 82. "He is the last Pope," triumphantly
shouted the sectaries. "Rome is ours!"
But the Italians, assisted by the English fleet and by the Russian
and Austrian armies, rose against the oppressors. They drove them
back on every front and cornered them in Genoa. The King of
Naples entered Rome with his army and took possession of it in
the name of the Pope about to be elected. However, he had no intention of returning Terracina and Benevento. The Austrians, disregarding papal rights, quartered their troops in the Legations, in
Marche and Umbria, and there they set up their own government.
But this occupation was of brief duration. Returning suddenly
from Egypt and proclaiming himself First Consul, Napoleon, at
the head of a powerful army, descended into Piedmont in 1800
through the valley of Aosta. He defeated Austria at Marengo and
1

Papal provinces governed by the Pope's Legate. [Editor]
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forced her to cede the usurped provinces to Pius VII, the new
Pope. At the same time he ordered the Neapolitans to evacuate
Terracina and Benevento. This was not a change of heart, but
mere political opportunism. When the Concordat was signed, the
Church of France regained its religious freedom and rose from
its blood-soaked ruins. And in 1804, Pius VII traveled to Paris to
crown Napoleon Bonaparte as Emperor of France.
Napoleon's arrogance kept pace with the victories he rolled up
in the continual wars that raged from 1805 to 1810, and made him
the conqueror of nearly all Europe. He intimated to the Pope to renounce his temporal power and his inalienable right to appoint
bishops. The Pope resisted the Emperor's threats and insults and
those of his masonic ministers, with the result that Rome was invaded by the French. The Papal States were declared provinces of
the Empire, and in 1809 the Pope was taken prisoner to Savona.
Later, he was transferred to Fontainebleau, where for five years
he endured every kind of moral anguish, illness and privation.
But divine justice intervened to punish his enemies. Napoleon
lost half his army on the snowy plains of Russia, was attacked on
French soil by the Northern European Powers, and finally was
forced to abdicate and retire in exile to the tiny island of Elba.
Pius VII, free again, began his triumphal return to Rome on May
15, 1814.
How did the European Powers, assembled in Vienna, attempt
to reconstruct the shattered States of Europe? They were imbued
with sectarian spirit and acted accordingly. They claimed to be the
champions of order, yet, they committed the selfsame errors as
Napoleon. Indeed, in some respects the Emperor might be said to
have been better than they. The British Foreign Minister [William]
Pitt, the Emperor of Russia and the King of Prussia had repeatedly
advised Napoleon to adopt the plan of Joseph II of Austria, and
declare himself the supreme religious head in France and in all
the other countries under his sway. To his credit, Napoleon had
nobly rejected this infamous proposal.
Meanwhile the Church was subjected to countless injustices in
the name of peace. Austria coveted the three Legations; Prussia insisted that these be given to the Saxon King in exchange for Saxony
which Prussia wanted; and the ambassador of Tuscany proposed

4
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that Bologna, Ferrara and Ravenna be handed over to Duchess
Maria Luisa the former Queen of Etruria. The Congress of Vienna
ultimately decided that Austria was to keep the lands of the province of Ferrara beyond the Po river, with the right to set up garrisons in Ferrara and Comacchio. In addition, the Church lost also
the Polesine area and Avignon. All the German episcopates, hitherto independent ecclesiastical principalities, were now subjected to
Protestant sovereigns. The episcopate of Basel was joined to Switzerland, and the Order of the Knights of Malta lost that island to
Britain. In short, it was a greedy division of spoils against which
the Pope protested in vain.
In Italy, meanwhile, the Masonic lodges had split into two factions: one faction instigated Napoleon to found an Italian kingdom
with Rome as its capital, while the other beguiled Joachim Murat,
King of Naples, with the promise of the conquest of the entire
peninsula, provided he wrest Rome from the Pope. Both factions,
however, were ready for reciprocal betrayal should such course of
action serve their own interests. But their scheming proved fruitless. Napoleon did land in France again, but he reigned for only
100 days; 800,000 allied soldiers utterly defeated him at Waterloo
after a series of battles. He was taken prisoner by the British and
exiled to the isle of St. Helena where he died in 1823, after a painful captivity which lasted as long as that of Pius VII. Joachim
Murat invaded the Papal States with the aim of imprisoning the
Pope in the fortress at Gaeta. But he was defeated by the Austrians,
driven from his kingdom, and finally executed by a firing squad,
following an abortive attempt to regain his throne by landing in
Calabria with a handful of followers.
At last, Europe seemed to enjoy a respite of peace, but Papal
rule was still threatened. In 1816 the Austrian statesman, [Clement]
Metternich, tried to stir up rebellion in the Legations by aiming to
put in key positions people friendly to his government. He hoped
to win these provinces at the death of Pius VII and unite them first
to Tuscany and then to the Lombard-Venetian kingdom. But Cardinal [Hercules] Consalvi discovered this plot and thwarted it by
warning the French ambassador.
In 1817, in different areas of the Papal States, persons known
to be loyal to the government were stabbed to death by a band of
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unknown assassins. The secret societies of Marche had organized a
conspiracy with the express resolve to submit to any foreign prince
rather than remain subject to the Pope. Poisonings and arson were
the order of the day. A date was set for the violent uprising, but
premature action by the conspirators of Macerata revealed the
plot. Most of them fell into the hands of the police, and for the
moment it seemed that peace had been restored.2
In 1820, incited by the example of the Spaniards who had forced
Ferdinand IV to comply with their demands and restore the Constitution of 1812, all European sectaries decided to attempt the
same in their respective countries. Thus, they might be free to fish
in troubled waters and wage war on Rome. The first tumult was
launched by the Neapolitan army, many of whose officers and
soldiers were Freemasons. The King was weak. He agreed to grant
a constitution similar to the Spanish and then fled from Naples in
terror, while Parliament ordered the army to support the revolt.
But the Neapolitans were defeated by an army of 50,000 Austrians
on March 7, 1821, and order was restored throughout the kingdom.
In Piedmont the people gave no thought to uprisings or social
upheavals. They were devoted to their King, Victor Emmanuel I,
who was a just, devout and good-hearted man. Nevertheless, some
noblemen, ambitious sectaries, acting under orders of the Masonic
lodge in Paris, met secretly in Turin in the French and Spanish
embassies and in that of the Bavarian envoy to discuss ways and
means of forcing the King to grant a constitution on the Spanish
model. They maintained close contact with the conspirators in
Milan and with sectaries in Rome and Milan. This was the plan: as
soon as the German troops would evacuate the cities of Lombardy
and move to Naples, the Piedmontese army would descend on
Lombardy and support the rebels who would hasten to take arms,
while the Republic would be proclaimed in Rome. The plot was
discovered by the Austrian police, however, toward the end of
1820. The conspirators were imprisoned and sentenced to death,
but their sentence was commuted to hard labor. Students of the
University of Turin, nevertheless, began to demonstrate on the
2

Anelli, [Luigi, Storia d'Italia dal 1814 al 1850, 4 Vols. (Torino: Bianciardi,
1856)], I, p. 85: Ristretto del processo sino in fine, ecc . . . sentenza nella causa
Maceratese. [Summary of the trial, etc. , . . , verdict on the uprising of Macerata.]
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streets in the first days of 1821; the army intervened and there was
bloodshed. This availed nothing. Enormous funds were sent from
Geneva to bribe the troops, and the garrisons mutinied in Turin
and Alessandria. In March, Charles Emmanuel abdicated in favor
of his brother, Charles Felix. The revolt lasted thirty days. It was
quelled by an army of 13,000 Austrians and 6,000 Piedmontese
soldiers who had remained loyal.
The sectaries in the Papal States, carrying out their assigned role,
staged revolts in Benevento and Pontecorvo and installed themselves as masters after declaring the demise of the Papal government. They roamed through Ascoli in marauding bands, shouting
the slogan of "freedom for Italy" and, as usual, stealing public and
private funds and throwing open prison gates to release criminals.
But finding no support anywhere they were forced to flee and go
into hiding. Nevertheless, they treacherously continued to wield
daggers, and threatened the lives of [the Pope's] Legates, magistrates and witnesses if punishment were meted out to the assassins.
In article 33 of their social covenant, the Carbonari had stipulated that upon the proclamation of the Republic the Christian religion would be the official religion of the united peninsula. A
general council of all bishops, re-elected or confirmed, supposedly
would restore the faith in all its primitive purity. Article 38 further
decreed: "The present Pope will be requested to accept the dignity
of Patriarch of Italy and will receive, as compensation for his
temporal revenues incorporated in the treasury of the Republic, a
personal indemnity to be paid annually for the duration of his
natural life . . . but not to his successors. If, after his death, the
Sacred College of Cardinals shall elect a new Pope, he shall be
obliged to transfer his see outside the territory of the Republic." 3
Pope Pius VII, in the Papal Bull of September 13, 1821, excommunicated "the multitude of evil men affiliated with the Carbonari
and other secret societies, banded together against Jesus Christ."
Meanwhile, in view of the symptoms of revolt not only in Italy
but almost everywhere else, the reigning sovereigns of Europe assembled in Verona in October, 1822, to discuss measures to be
taken against the mounting dangers. Francis IV, Duke of Modena,
3
Gualterio, [Filippo Antonio, Gli ultimi rivolgimenti italiani, 4 Vols. (Firenze,
Le Monnier, 1850-51 ),] I, pp. 167ff, Doc. 4.
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advised governments to protect the Faith, to enhance the prestige
of the nobility, restrain the press, restrict the number of students at
the universities, extend parental authority and increase respect for
it, shorten political trials. But no one heeded his advice. Hence, the
revolutions and sects increased their power precisely because of
the lack of religion, the debasement of the nobility, the unchecked
freedom of the press, the indifference to parental authority. They
found considerable support among innumerable lawyers without
clients, who were looking for uprisings which might bring them to
the fore in demagogy and intrigue. They had a following also
among doctors, engineers and university graduates of every description, without income, incapable of manual labor and unfit for intellectual work. They threw themselves wholeheartedly into the
secret societies, corrupting countless youths of brilliant intellect and
demagogically inciting people to try new ways. Still, the European
powers clung to their belief that revolutionaries could be suppressed
by the gallows and by terror.
The sects, which had enveloped Romagna in a closely meshed
net, continued their activities in the period between 1821 and 1830,
murdering magistrates and citizens. At the very time that the prelate
Invernizzi succeeded in unmasking and disbanding them, Louis
Bonaparte suddenly appeared on the scene in December, 1830.
Later to become Napoleon III, he was the son of Louis, ex-King
of Holland, whose family had been cordially received by Pius VII
after it had been spurned by all the reigning sovereigns of Europe.
Now Bonaparte was conspiring with the Carbonari and the Freemasons for the reestablishment of the Italian kingdom. His plan was
to assemble the conspirators on the square in front of the Vatican,
and then storm a nearby armory, rob the Bank of the Holy Spirit,
open the jails, seize some influential citizens as hostages and then
proceed to the Capitol. Hence, the plan called for setting up a regency and the issuing of a proclamation inviting the provinces to
unite with the Capital. But the government was informed of the
plot. It changed guards in the threatened localities, imprisoned
several persons involved in the plot and expelled Louis Napoleon
and others from Rome.
Nevertheless, the sectaries took heart when Louis Philip of Orleans, after reviving their spirits with his offer of protection, drove
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Charles X from his throne in July, 1830. Riots in Paris led
to his election as King of France. So on February 4, 1831, the
sectaries attempted another uprising in Bologna and to the shouts
of "Long Live Liberty", they formed a new government. Meanwhile, the heads of the secret societies roamed Romagna inciting
the people to revolt. The Legations, Marche and Umbria made
common cause with Bologna. Rome, however, declared its opposition to this treachery. Louis Bonaparte hastened to join the revolutionaries. Pope Gregory XIV, defenseless, appealed to the King
of Naples for arms, ready to pay for them, but Ferdinand II refused. The Austrian army then entered the Papal States and, while
the Freemasons and rebels beat a hasty retreat, the liberated peoples
themselves again hoisted the papal banners. Archbishop John Mary
Mastai of Spoleto aided Louis Napoleon in his flight. The latter
showed his gratitude in a manner well known to all.
In 1832, the Masonic lodges resumed their agitation in Romagna, while the Austrians again marched upon Bologna, pushing
as far as Ravenna. Originally the French government had proclaimed the foolish principle of nonintervention. Now, against the
Pope's wishes, it sent a unit of the fleet to Ancona, with the excuse
that it did not want Austria alone to have the honor of having
quelled the uprising. The French occupied the city by force and
set up a garrison. They freed political prisoners, gave safe conduct
to bandits and passively stood by while some three hundred of them
slaughtered the chief magistrate, robbed citizens, desecrated the
churches, jeered at and assaulted priests, made mockery of religion
and called subversive assemblies. Austria and Russia declared themselves ready for war on France. But Lord Palmerston, the avowed
protector of anyone opposing or scorning the Pope, approved the
French action. He directed the Pope to introduce some reforms
but went no further. He reserved his overt protection of rebels in
Italy for a later time. In view of England's hostile attitude, neither
of the two Powers took action. France put an end to its bullying
and contented itself with maintaining a garrison in the city instead
of playing the master. Nevertheless, she withdrew her troops only
on December 3, 1838, when the Germans evacuated Papal territory.
In 1831, Giuseppe Mazzini founded a society known as the Gio-
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vane Italia [Young Italy]. Its members were bound by a frightful
secret oath, committing them to wage war against every positive religion, particularly against the Roman pontiff. In the name of Italian
unity, it aimed to strip him of territorial possessions, and possibly
remove him altogether if the Pope refused to accept the terms to be
dictated to him. The sect gained a foothold in several Italian provinces. Mazzini always took great care to protect his own skin, but
mercilessly condemned to death all sectaries who did not obey his
orders. In 1833, he decided to send several thousands of them to
Savoy to infiltrate the Piedmontese army and win its sympathies,
planning to use them as a threat to Austria while the rebellious Neapolitan army would advance on Rome, confiscate the property of
the clergy and the nobility, and proclaim the unity and freedom of
Italy. But in Naples the police uncovered the plot and punished the
conspirators. In Piedmont, 200 managed to flee the country, 100
were taken prisoner and 12 of them were shot. In 1834, 200 followers of Mazzini entered Savoy under the command of General
[Girolamo] Ramorino. But since nobody stepped forth to join their
ranks, they hurriedly returned to Switzerland without engaging
the royal troops.
The sectaries continued to foment plots, disorders and assassinations in 1837, 1841, 1843, 1844 and 1845, with the aim of
destroying papal rule. The rabid sectary Ricciardi in his book /
Martiri di Cosenza [The Martyrs of Cosenza] explicitly declared
that their aim was to swoop down on Rome to annihilate the
Papacy, that receptacle of fraud and infamy which has afflicted and
plagued the earth for more than eighteen centuries!4 But the troops
were loyal, and the police alert.
Failure and frustration after so many efforts made it obvious
that agitations in Italy would come to naught without a seasoned
army around which to rally the revolutionaries. But what prince
would heed their pleas and how could they induce him to serve
their purpose? Massimo d'Azeglio suggested Charles Albert and
his Piedmontese army.5 Under the specious and noble-sounding
pretext of Italian independence, they would dignify with the name
4
Ricciardi, [Giuseppe], Storia d'Italia dal 1850 al 1900, (Parigi, 1842), chap.
19, p. 33.
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of state policy all that complex of false principles and accomplished
facts leading to war against Rome, the Pope, the Church and God.
This was the situation when John Bosco was born into this world.
Second to none in desire for his country's welfare and glory, once
he grasped the nature of his times, he clearly saw that Italy would
be headed for disaster should it overthrow the divinely established
order by which the temporal and independent Papal See had been
placed in her land. History, which he studied avidly, had taught
him that whenever peoples had turned against the Vicar of Jesus
Christ the words of the prophet Isaia came to be realized. Terra
infecta est ab habitatoribus suis, quia transgressi sunt leges, mutaverunt jus, dissipaverunt foedus sempiternum. Propter hoc maledictio vorabit terram. [The earth is polluted because of its inhabitants who have transgressed laws, violated statutes, broken the
ancient covenant. Therefore a curse devours the earth, and its inhabitants pay for their guilt. (Isa. 24, 5-6)] Love for the Holy
Father was to be Don Bosco's life program: All with the Pope and
for the Pope!

CHAPTER 2

Margaret

Occhiena

T.

HE storm clouds of rebellion thickened and hovered
menacingly over the Catholic Church. No glimmer of hope was in
sight wherever its frightened glance might fall. But the divine Eye,
which scrutinizes the hearts of men, delighted in the sight of thousands and thousands of souls, unknown to the world, who by prayer
and exemplary Christian lives were contributing to the Church's
triumph over ungodliness. These were the Christian mothers who
planted the seed of holiness in the hearts of their children, thus
making them worthy of the mission for which God had created
them. The general truth of this assertion could be amply confirmed
by reading the lives of saints. Indeed, the 19th century compares
very favorably with the preceding ones in its number of Christian
heroes.
Margaret Occhiena, John Bosco's mother, was certainly one of
these souls on whom God looked with favor. She was born on
April 1, 1788 in Capriglio in the diocese of Asti, to Melchior Occhiena and Domenica Bossone, and baptized on the same day. The
village had about 400 inhabitants and was located on a small plateau enclosed by sharp-jutting hilltops in a thickly wooded area
six miles from Chieri. Her parents were countryfolk of modest
means, but they possessed great wealth—the fear of God. The
Lord had blessed their union, and Margaret was the third child of
five brothers and sisters. By their example and admonition both
parents had inculcated such a deep sense of duty in their children
that even in their critical years of adolescence their sole desire was
to conform to the will of God.
Frightening were Margaret's first experiences of her childhood.
She was but nine, when in July, 1797, the bells tolled for hours on
end both at Asti and at Chieri. French emissaries and Piedmontese
11
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revolutionaries, protected by the French ambassador in Turin, had
incited the mob against their legitimate King, Charles Emmanuel
IV, and had proclaimed a Republican form of government. The
peasants rushed to the support of the royal troops. Thirty rebels
were summarily shot at Chieri, while nine others were sentenced
to death after a quick trial. Some fourteen death sentences were
handed down in Asti alone.
The following year the good villagers of the Asti district were
further enraged at the effrontery of the French, who had seized the
armory of Turin and had ruthlessly forced the King to abdicate
and retire to Sardinia. It was an outrage. But all the peasants could
do was to curse the French silently in the safety of their homes. At
the beginning of 1799, having had enough of the new democratic
government, they took up arms and marched on Asti to the cry
of "Long live the King!" But the French garrison easily drove
them back, routing them to their farms and villages, and shooting
many who were found to be carrying weapons. Terror and mourning were the lot of their families.
Later, the sensibilities of Catholics were stung to an even greater
indignation and their hearts stirred by an even more pitiful sight.
During the night of April 24-25, Pius VI, escorted by a commissar of the Republic, entered Turin as a prisoner, after a long
journey from Tuscany by way of Casal Monferrato, Alessandria,
Crescentino and Chivasso. The Pope, now 82, was so exhausted
that it was feared he might die on the spot. The Directoire had
ordered him to be brought to Valence in the Dauphine, thus forcing
the aged pontiff to cross the Alps along the rim of dizzying precipices amid deep snows and in bitter cold.
Added to these sorrows were the privations that the people in
Piedmont had to endure, primarily because their own King was
in desperate need of men and money to drive back the French army,
and secondly, because the greedy French victors' needs and demands knew no bounds. The war, begun in 1792, was suspended
by the armistice of Cher asco on April 28, 1796. There was no
letup in exorbitant taxes, extraordinary customs duties, forced
loans, forced gratuities, fines levied upon reluctant municipalities
or individuals, unreasonable war reparations. Laws were passed
that devaluated paper currency, confiscated almost all ecclesiastical
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property and forced the rich to buy state bonds. Requisition of
food and clothing for the troops, food shortage and epidemics
breaking out among the livestock and people added to the crisis.
Undoubtedly the Occhiena family felt the impact of these public
calamities, but they were strengthened by their trust in God and
the knowledge that they had successfully molded the moral character of their children. Thanks to the upbringing she had received
from her mother and the experience of so many hardships, Margaret
gave sure signs of becoming an excellent housewife.
Even as a little girl she divided her time between prayer and
work. She took great delight in going to the village church, which
she made the object of all her devotions. Here she carried out her
religious duties, attended Holy Mass, received the Sacraments and
listened to the word of God. Nature had endowed her with a
strong will. This, combined with an admirable common sense and
divine grace, was to be her greatest aid in overcoming every spiritual and material obstacle that she would encounter in the course
of her life. The limit to her freedom was the law of God, by which
she regulated every one of her actions. Margaret was upright in
conscience and in her affections and thoughts. Her appraisal of
people and events was sound. Her manner was brisk and her speech,
straightforward. She never hesitated or feared in matters of both
major and minor importance.
In a neighboring village there lived a man who won exceptional
attention by his tall, powerful build and handsome features. Whenever he strolled through the streets people flocked to watch him,
and children would tag after him spellbound. Such persistent curiosity annoyed him no end. One day he turned to Margaret, who
was gaping at him and exclaimed: "Good heavens, what's the matter with you people? Can't I go anywhere I want without everyone
gaping at me? I'm talking to you, little girl! Can you tell me why
you must stand there and stare at me?"
Unabashed, Margaret replied: "If a bishop came around,
wouldn't everyone stare at him? So why can't I stare at you?"
Quite a saucy reply for such a young lass! x
Margaret displayed similar spirit in all her actions, as is vividly
1

In those days it would indeed have been extraordinary if a bishop had visited
a small village like Capriglio. [Editor]
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shown by the following charming anecdote. In 1799, the AustroRussian army wrested Lombardy from the French and occupied
Piedmont in the name of the King of Sardinia. They treated the
country as a victor's spoils. Never was life so wretched as that year.
The already exorbitant taxes were increased, young men were
mustered into the army, many persons guilty of having sided with
the Republic, whether voluntarily or by force, were barred from
public office, fined or imprisoned.
In Castelnuovo d'Asti, a stone's throw from Capriglio, the police
arrested and handcuffed the rural dean, Father Joseph Boscasso,
and brought him to Turin with three other priests who had been
arrested at Asti: the Vicar General, a canon, and the Prior of the
Servite Order. Seventy priests were seized in their own churches
on political charges, some even while hearing confessions. Chained
together in pairs, they were led on foot from Turin to the armory
in Alessandria amid the jeers of the mob. Food was scarce and
wheat rose to the exorbitant price of 20 lire per emina.2 During
this very time Austria prohibited the exportation of wheat from
Lombardy. As a result the country folk lost faith in the new and
inept administration, which represented the King's government. In
fact, they almost abandoned their old affection for the House of
Savoy. But their feelings against the allies had reached an explosive
point.
Although Margaret was not one to harbor hatred, the effects
of the general indignation inevitably left some effects on her. It
was the corn harvest season, September, 1799. Ears of corn lay
spread out over the yard of the Occhienas, drying in the sun. A
squadron of German cavalry suddenly rode up in a cloud of dust.
The soldiers halted to rest in a nearby field, and their horses, free
of reins, immediately headed for the corncobs. Margaret, who was
watching the corn, loudly protested this invasion. Pushing and slapping the horses she tried to drive them away. But the animals refused to budge and continued to feast on their newly found fodder.
Thereupon, Margaret boldly turned on the soldiers who were
watching from the other side of the ditch and laughing at her vain
efforts to rout their horses. She began to upbraid them in her native
dialect for not keeping better watch over them. Since they could
2
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not understand a word of what she was saying, the soldiers laughed
all the more, occasionally punctuating their laughter with loud "Ja,
jas."
"You think it's funny, don't you?" shouted Margaret, placing
her arms defiantly akimbo. "You don't care if your horses eat up
our crops, worth fourteen and one-half lire every emina! This corn
costs you nothing, but we've been sweating over it all year! What
do you expect us to eat this winter? How are we going to make
our polenta? This is a shame! Are you going to lead your horses
away, or not?"
It was now quite clear to Margaret that the soldiers were joshing
her. Moreover, that chorus of "Ja, jas" began to unnerve her and
she became infuriated. Several soldiers came up and attempted to
speak. She understood their German just as much as they understood her Piedmontese. In revenge she began to badger them with
repeated cries of "bo, bo," an expression which used in a bantering
tone means "yes" in Piedmontese dialect. The whole thing made
as much sense as one asking: "What's your name?" and the other
answering: "Yes, the weather is fine!" It made for an interesting
duet—"Ja, jas" reechoed by a chant of "bo, bos"—all this occasionally interspersed with shouts of coarse laughter. Finally, Margaret lost all patience and shouted: "Yes, yes! Bo and ja, bo and
ja. Do you know what that makes? Boia,3 you scoundrels! And
that's just what you are, ruining our fields and stealing our crops!"
This was an open declaration of war. Since words were getting
her nowhere and the corn continued to disappear, Margaret ran
off to fetch a pitchfork. Using first the handle, she poked one horse
and then another with no success. Then turning the pitchfork about,
she began to prod their flanks and struck them on the nostrils.
Thoroughly frightened the horses reared and galloped off. Ordinarily the soldiers would not have foregone the pleasure of playing the lords of the land, but this time they did. It would have
been ridiculous to turn against an eleven-year-old girl. So they
caught hold of their horses and tied them to trees in a nearby field.
Napoleon's victory at Marengo on June 14, 1800, forced the
Austrians to evacuate Piedmont, which thereupon became a French
province. A brief interval of peace followed. Thenceforth Piedmont
3
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was spared the invasion of enemy troops. Instead, a widespread
manhunt was launched against marauding groups of brigands,
criminals, deserters and escaped convicts. These outlaws had
enjoyed immunity during the panic of civil disturbances. For
several years they had roamed from town to town engaging in
pillage, arson and murder, almost daily. The terrified peasants
would always travel in large groups and never ventured through
the woodlands that then extended far and wide. They did not dare
leave their families at home alone and unprotected, but would
hasten home before dark. In tiny hamlets, such as Capriglio, the
peasants sometimes took turns at keeping an armed guard. Certain
death awaited anyone suspected of being an informer.
One of the most notorious leaders of these outlaw gangs was a
certain Mayno from Spinetta, a village near Alessandria. The
French police had set up criminal courts in the districts most infested with nests of bandits. They imprisoned or ruthlessly shot so
many of these outlaws that as long as the French controlled the
region no one dared to embark on a career of crime. The French
rule put an end also to the arbitrary methods of Prefects in the
Provinces. The iron will of one man [Napoleon] brought order out
of chaos in the tax system and in the administration of government.
Events entirely unforeseen now gladdened the hearts of the good
people of Piedmont. In 1805, Turin celebrated the golden jubilee of
the miracle of the Eucharist which had occurred in that city in
1453. 4 The church of Corpus Domini had been splendidly restored
and a spacious pavilion erected in the tiny square in front of the
church. The finest orators preached on the occasion, and the Holy
Eucharist was borne in procession by Bishop Valperga of Masino,
formerly of Nice. Both the municipal authorities and the French
garrison attended these solemn celebrations. The faithful of Turin
and the surrounding provinces were awed and strengthened in
their faith at the news of the sudden death of a miscreant who had
mocked the piety of the people of Turin flocking to the celebrations.
4

The miracle took place during the sack of the city. A soldier was carrying off
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He had scornfully called the religious festivity the "feast of the
jackass" and had dropped dead on the spot.
On November 12, 1804, en route to Paris to crown Napoleon,
Pius VII arrived in Turin where he was received with enthusiastic
applause and acclaim. On his return from Paris, he again stopped
in Turin on April 24, 1805, remained there three days and imparted his blessing to a vast multitude from the balcony of the
Royal Palace. The Occhiena family, inspired by the devotion of
their fellow villagers, followed their example by going to Turin to
see the Pope. Margaret had just turned seventeen. It was on this
occasion, I believe, that she first felt that love of the Pope which
she was later to inspire in her children. The strength of this love increased with tender compassion when Pius VII, forcibly removed
from the Quirinal Palace on July 17, 1809, by order of Napoleon,
was driven in a carriage under police escort to Baron Rignon's
castle at Ponticelli, midway between Santena and Chieri. There the
vehicle halted for an hour and a half one morning, before continuing on its way to Grenoble.
Margaret was a young women of ardent faith and maidenly
purity, entirely unconcerned and unimpressed by what others did
or thought. This frankness of character was the safeguard of her
virtue because it was strongly combined with a prudence that prevented her from being misled. Often on Sundays her young girl
friends would invite her for a stroll through the neighboring hills
and valleys. They saw no harm in enjoying a little recreation after
six days of hard work. But Margaret felt uneasy when out of her
parents' sight. She always had an excuse ready when they came
knocking at her door.
"Look," she would say to her companions, "I've already taken
my walk, I went as far as the church today. That's long enough for
me and I just don't feel like walking any more. '
No matter how much they might cajole and insist, they could
never change her mind. As an adolescent, Margaret knew only the
road that led to the church—and truly it was a rather long way.
Everyone knows how the annual village fiesta attracts countryfolk. It runs long into the night, as younger people keep flocking
to it, even if only to watch. Occasionally, some fun-loving girls
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from Capriglio, dressed in their finest, would invite Margaret to go
along with them. Upon hearing their cries, she would come out to
the threshold.
"Come along, Margaret, come along with us!" they shouted.
Margaret would look them over from head to toe and feigning
surprise at their attire, would ask: "Where on earth are you going?"
Her smile had a faint touch of irony.
"To the dance. There'll be lots of people there and a good band.
We'll have a wonderful time!"
A serious expression would cloud Margaret's face. Looking
straight at them she would reply: "Those who are willing to play
the devil's game will never find joy with Christ!" Thereupon, she
would return indoors, leaving her young friends so dumbfounded
that some would return home instead of going to the fiesta.
But, above all, Margaret rarely kept company with the young
men of the area. Several of them used to call on her on Sundays
and waited to escort her to church. This greatly annoyed her. She
was often compelled to attend church alone because the rest of the
family had gone to church at dawn while she took care of the
house. However, she disliked being rude to these persistent country
swains. It would have been useless anyway, for at best, it would
only have given them a pretext to laugh and poke fun at her and
perhaps lead others to do the same. So Margaret thought up a
simple way of ridding herself of their unwanted attention. She
simply left for church on Sundays much earlier than usual. This
worked for several weeks. But the boys soon saw through this ruse
and also became early churchgoers. Margaret then begged a
friendly neighbor to accompany her to Mass. But it sometimes happened that her neighbor escort was kept at home by household
chores. What was Margaret to do? She did not give up so easily.
Unable to dodge her admirers, she returned their greetings, and accepted their company. But as she walked she maintained such a
determined fast pace that they were forced to trot along after her.
Passersby smiled at the ridiculous sight. Weary and out of breath,
they gradually fell behind. "Why should we wear our legs out?"
they would ask. So Margaret would be the first to arrive at church;
she chuckled at the success of her tactics. After Holy Mass, she
sought out someone from the crowd to walk home with. Usually
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her choice fell upon a humped, short-tempered old shrew, who was
always quick to send packing anyone she did not like. With her,
Margaret would wend her way home through the fields.
In the book of Sirach we read: "Heed your own heart's counsel;
for what have you that you can depend on more? A man's conscience can tell him his situation better than seven watchmen in
a lofty tower. Most important of all, pray to God to set your feet
in the path of truth" (37, 13-15). Margaret had fortified her heart
with the precepts of the catechism and had modeled her actions on
this divine counsel. Thus, she was able to survive the pitfalls of
youth unsullied.

CHAPTER

3

Francis Bosco

G

CASTELNUOVO D'ASTI lies northwest of Capriglio,
one and one-half hour's journey on foot. Sheltered from the north
winds, it nestles snugly at the foot of one of the lovely hills that
surround it. The hamlets of Pino and Mondonio enclose it on the
east, fertile meadows and fields on the south; a hill separates it from
the nearby villages of Moriondo and Lovanzito on the west. Flourishing vineyards encircle it like garlands. The little town includes
the five hamlets of Morialdo, Ranello, Bardella, Nevissano and
Schierone. Most of Castelnuovo d'Asti's dwellings are built on a
hillslope with the church in the center. Castelnuovo d'Asti in the
Turin archdiocese is about 15 miles from Turin and some 20 miles
from Asti. At this period it was the administrative seat of seven
municipalities. Its 3,000 population consisted of merchants and
tradesmen whose business took them to various European cities.
The local chalk quarries were a source of profitable income. The
climate is mild, and healthy. In summer the torrid heat of the day is
made bearable by a steady fresh breeze. The pleasant setting of the
town contributes to the good-natured temperament of the people
and to their frank, easygoing disposition. They are very courteous
to strangers and cordial in their hospitality, a common characteristic of the Asti region.
A small group of dwellings at the edge of the wood marked a
spot midway between Capriglio and Castelnuovo. This area was
known as Becchi and formed part of the hamlet of Morialdo.
Francis Bosco, born February 4, 1784, was the owner of one of
these farmhouses. Although his house did not reflect stark poverty,
it certainly did not bear any mark of wealth or social standing. The
owner's meager possessions consisted of some adjacent fields that
he worked himself. Since they did not yield enough to meet the
20
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needs of his family, Francis also farmed the adjoining fields belonging to a certain Biglione on whose land his home stood. There he
lived with his wife, his son Anthony, born February 3, 1803, and
his elderly mother, to whom he showed the respect of true filial
piety. Francis was a man of excellent character; he had learned
his religion well by attending catechism classes and listening to the
parish sermons. True God-directed wisdom teaches man not to lose
himself in vanities, but rather to surrender himself wholly to the
will of a divine and most benign Providence.
One day while Francis was at work on his farm, unexpected
calamity struck; his wife became fatally ill and died on February
28, 1811. She was given the last rites by Father Joseph Boscasso,
the same rural dean who had been imprisoned in the armory of
Alessandria in 1800.
That year, public grief followed upon this private sorrow in the
sudden death of Father Boscasso, aged 74, on November 11. He
was buried in the so-called "Castle" church. To Francis who had
been quite close to him, his death was a second great loss. In
those days in rural parishes a pastor was father, friend, confidant
and comforter to his parishioners. He knew each member of the
family; on the street he was always greeted with great joy. The
children were all baptized and admitted to First Communion by
him; most men and women of the village were married by him; the
old folk relied on his advice in family matters and often he was
also consulted in matters of public interest. There was no home in
which the pastor had not set foot to comfort the dying and uplift
the heart in the hope of an eternal happier life beyond the grave,
while offering solace to the grief-stricken survivors. Birth and life,
death and burial, joys as well as sorrows and afflictions were closely
linked to the memory of a good pastor. He shared everybody's
secrets, and his divine ministry placed him above all in the community. A pastor's death was felt as deeply as that of the father of
a family. It broke off, at times irreparably, relationships, confidential matters and other jealously guarded affairs.
Because of the turmoil of those times the most devout among
the faithful wondered who would succeed their deceased pastor.
A new code of laws sponsored and promulgated by Napoleon
served as a powerful weapon against the Church. Masonic lodges
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were sprouting and spreading all over Italy, fostered in every conceivable way by the imperial government. Members of religious
Orders had been scattered to the four winds: convents and monasteries to which the faithful had flocked with so much faith were
now closed, and ecclesiastical property had been confiscated and
sold. Licentiousness flourished. Vocations to the priesthood and
religious life became very scarce. Freedom of worship placed error
and truth on an equal footing and ecclesiastical immunity was
abolished. The principles of Gallicanism, which attacked papal
rights and prerogatives, were made prescribed teaching in the seminaries. New, harsh laws were enacted against members of the
clergy who might express disapproval of any act of the government.
Bishops were viewed as servants of the Emperor and the schools
removed from their supervision. Thus, young minds were molded
in accordance with the political views and religious aberrations of
those at the helm of the State. Pius VII was still being held captive
in Savona.
Added to these general difficulties were specific problems arising from the very nature of the office of pastor that required great
prudence and apostolic zeal. The pastor was compelled to distribute
and expound a catechism compiled by Napoleon's order for use
in every diocese of the Empire. It was full of inaccuracies and
heretical doctrines: there were not a few glaring omissions and cunning insertions. Moreover, by indirection, it attributed authority to
the Emperor even in matters of religion. The parish priest could
not inveigh, directly or indirectly, against other religions authorized
by the State. He could not bestow the nuptial blessing on couples
who had not first contracted marriage before civil authorities.
Church trustees first had to be approved by the government. The
Bishop still retained the right to appoint and install pastors but
these appointments, kept under wraps, were not canonical unless
first approved by the Emperor through the Minister of Worship.
Furthermore, the appointed pastor could not enter upon his duties
until he had taken the prescribed loyalty oath before the Prefect
of the province.
But to return to Francis Bosco, he faced a serious problem: he
could not carry out his work in the fields and at the same time care
for his mother and watch over his nine-year-old son. He decided
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to remarry. Formerly, Francis had often been to Capriglio and had
noticed the rare domestic qualities of Margaret Occhiena.
But Margaret showed no inclination to marry. Always busy with
her chores at home or in the fields, she deliberately avoided every
kind of diversion, even the festive Sunday afternoon gatherings of
townspeople. She was now 24, but she showed every desire to remain at home to care for her aging parents. But the Lord had
destined her for the married life. ". . . . a worthy wife brings
joy to her husband, peaceful and full is his life. A good wife is a
generous gift bestowed upon him who fears the Lord; be he rich
or poor, his heart is content, and a smile is ever on his face" (Sir.
26, 2-4). Francis requested her hand in marriage. Margaret hesitated to accept and made known her reluctance to leave her parental
home. But her father approved the match and advised her to accept. Although on in years, he insisted that he could take care of
himself. In fact he came from a family that enjoyed enviable
longevity. He actually lived to the ripe old age of 99 years and
8 months, while his younger brother, Michael, died close to ninety.
Besides, other sons and daughters were still living at home and
one of them, Marianne, promised to look after him. So the everobedient Margaret complied with her father's wishes. Although it
brought no wealth, the match was suitable. [Says St. Paul:]
". . . godliness with contentment is indeed great gain" (Tim. 6, 6).
[And in the book of Proverbs we read:] "Better a little with the
fear of the Lord than a great fortune with anxiety" (15, 16).
St. Paul has [also] taught that the sacrament of matrimony is
great in Christ and in the Church. As a sacrament of the living,
it must be received in the grace of God. Woe to those who enter
into this new state of life sacrilegiously! This is the cause of the
unhappiness that besets families. Unworthily received, this sacrament is as another original sin, drawing God's curse. But those who
receive it worthily, realizing that their union symbolizes the divine
nuptials of Christ and His Church, obtain abundant graces and
many temporal blessings—blessings to bear with ease the burden
of the obligations which they have taken before God: blessings
of peace in the home, blessings in having all they need for life and
especially blessings in having children.
In those days, even as now, weddings were festive occasions, with
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noisy merriment, gathering of friends, banquets, fireworks, music.
But before all else, bride and groom went to confession and received Holy Communion. Then with the blessing of their parish
priest, the groom bestowed the nuptial ring on his bride at the foot
of the altar at a nuptial Mass. Thus it was with Francis and
Margaret. After the ceremony at the Town Hall, they were married
in the parish church of Capriglio on June 6, 1812. From that moment on, they strictly observed St. Paul's weighty precept: "Let
each one of you also love his wife just as he loves himself; and
let the wife respect her husband" (Eph. 5, 33).
As soon as Margaret entered her new home at Morialdo, she
took little Anthony to her heart, as if he were her very own. Thus,
he acquired a real mother to replace the one who was dead, and
not an indifferent stepmother, as is so frequently an orphan's lot.
Despite this affectionate acceptance on Margaret's part, the child
did not welcome his father's second marriage, seemingly because
of a [precocious] fear for his inheritance.
It was at this time, on June 11, that a carriage was dispatched
from Savona and driven at top speed across the plains of Alessandria. It bore Pius VII, now close to death's door and a prisoner
of Napoleon for the past three years. Escorted by a commissar of
the Emperor, he passed incognito through the Asti hills, reached
Stupinigi and entered France by way of Mont Cenis, ultimately
arriving at Fontainebleau where very bitter sorrow was in store
for him. Aware of the affection in which he was held by the good
Piedmontese, the Pope presumably imparted blessings to them
along the way. And when Margaret learned of his passage through
the region, is it not likely that she asked God that this blessing give
her strength in her new state of life?
Margaret was happy because "a lighthearted man has a continual feast" (Prov. 15, 15). Francis' old mother, whose name was
also Margaret, had received her daughter-in-law with open arms
and had immediately put all her trust and affection in her. Margaret responded with filial love and obedience. The two women
immediately came to a cordial understanding. Both shared the
same ideas of work, thrift and charity, of running a household, and
of rearing a family. Under her peasant garb, Margaret's mother-
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in-law was a woman of noble sentiments, firm of will, keen perception and eagerness to achieve all that is good.
The Lord blessed the marriage of Margaret and Francis and
gladdened them with their first child on April 8, 1813. He was
baptized Joseph by the new rural dean, Father Joseph Sismondo,
who had taken possession of the parish in the latter part of August,
1812.
Their joy was not untinged with sorrow and apprehension for
their country's pitiable state. The churches were shabby and stripped
of their precious adornments and works of art. The belfry towers
were silent on feast days because thousands of church bells had
been melted down for cannons. The priests were old, poor and
under constant police surveillance. Tax collectors were unbending
in their demands. Mothers shed bitter tears for their sons drafted
into military service. War (albeit far away) had raged continuously
since 1805. Very many Italian lads had lost their lives in the war
against Germany; 20,000 perished in Spain, 15,000 in the Napoleonic retreat from Russia. That year northern Europe and England
had united against Napoleon. All young men eighteen and up, were
drafted and sent to France to be slaughtered in defense of Napoleon, the despot who once had cynically called them "cannon
fodder!" And in the churches people were forced to hear the chant:
Domine, salvum fac Imperatorem nostrum Napoleonem! [O Lord,
protect our Emperor Napoleon!]
But the prayers of the faithful continued to rise to heaven imploring forgiveness; God, in His mercy, removed the scourge afflicting the nations. The year 1815 brought peace and respite to Europe.
After being banished for the rest of his life to the tiny isle of St.
Helena, Napoleon—the modern Nebuchadnezzar—ultimately recognized that God alone bestows and takes away royal crowns and
imperial scepters.
For Piedmont it was a year of joyful exultation. All the oppressive anti-Church laws were abrogated. At Savona Pius VII, surrounded by the bishops of the area and a vast multitude of people,
thankfully crowned the Blessed Virgin for having mercifully liberated him from his harsh imprisonment. By his side stood Charles
Emmanuel I, who on May 20 had been restored to his rightful
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throne. Pius VII arrived in Turin on June 19, after passing through
Genoa, Novi, Voghera, Moncalieri. It was his seventh journey
through the subalpine countryside. Words cannot adequately express the love with which he was received by the Royal House of
Savoy and by the jubilant population. To commemorate this event
the Holy Shroud was publicly displayed from the eastern and western balconies of the Madama Palace1 to the kneeling multitudes.
The Pope and the Bishops held aloft this precious relic, second
only to the Holy Cross itself, while the city's church bells rang out
jubilantly amid the roar of cannon which announced the august
event far and wide.
The Pope left Turin on May 22, after visiting the shrine of the
Consolata [Our Lady of Consolation].2 In this eventful year, Margaret Bosco's second child was born only a few months after the
Pope had instituted the Feast of Mary, Help of Christians. John
Bosco was born on the evening of August 16, in the octave of the
Assumption of Our Lady. He was baptized in the church of St.
Andrew on the evening of August 17 by Father Joseph Festa, and
then given the name John Melchior. His godparents were Melchior
Occhiena and Magdalen Bosco, widow of the late Secondo.
In moments of turmoil and peril when society is in extreme
danger and seemingly totters from its very foundations, Providence
brings forth men to become the instruments of its mercy, the support and defense of its Church, and the architects of social restoration. Peace, though short-lived, had settled on the world.
The secret societies continued their underground work undermining both throne and altar. From time to time they showed their
daring by provoking riots and disorders, and finally they openly
rebelled against the established civil and ecclesiastical order. God
permitted this both as a punishment for evildoers and for the triumph and exaltation of His name.
John Bosco was a young child in Becchi, when in Castelnuovo
four-year-old John Joseph Cafasso was already being nick-named
the "little saint" by his playmates because of his goodness and his
1
The Madama Palace was built at the close of the 13 th century on the Roman
east gate of Turin. The remains of the gate towers were incorporated in the
palace. [Editor]
2
La Consolata was the Madonna of the Turinese. The shrine is one of Guarini's
baroque churches. [Editor]
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devout behavior in church. These two children were to crow into
adulthood precisely at a time when the struggle between good and
evil was to be resumed at a most furious pitch; both would be at
their posts, each carrying out his own providential mission.
A gentle peace that was never disturbed reigned in the Bosco
household. Margaret loved order and peace and with thrift managed the household, while Francis worked hard in the fields to
provide for the maintenance of his ailing seventy-year-old mother,
three children and two farmhands. Nothing was dearer to the heart
of Francis and Margaret than to preserve for God those beloved
treasures He had bestowed upon them. Both parents kept a watchful, loving eye on them lest anything blight their innocence.
All their neighbors held the Bosco's in great esteem as Godfearing people who lived an exemplary Christian life. Even after
these many years they are still remembered. This is the best legacy
that children can inherit, "for his father's honor is a man's glory"
(Sir. 3, 11).
But all earthly joy must end. Misfortune suddenly struck the
happy household. Francis, who was in the prime of life and so intent
to rear his children in a true Christian manner, suddenly fell ill.
Coming home one day, soaked with perspiration, he thoughtlessly
entered the cold cellar of his farmhouse. This sudden temperature
change brought on a raging fever, followed by a severe attack of
pneumonia. Every attempt to save him proved useless; Francis was
mortally ill. After being strengthened by the last Sacraments, he
exhorted his heartbroken wife to put all her faith in God. A few
moments before dying he called her to his bedside and said: "See
how good God is! He calls me to Him today on Friday, the day
of our Divine Redeemer's death, at the very hour in which He died
on the cross, and at the very same age of His mortal life." Then,
after bidding her not to grieve unduly over his death and to resign
herself entirely to the will of God, he added: "I entrust our children to you, but take special care of little John."
Francis died on May 11, 1817, at 33 years of age, in a room of
the Biglione farmhouse; burial services took place the following
day amid the grief and prayers of the entire village. The above
account is authenticated by Father Michael Rua and others who
heard it directly from Mamma Margaret.
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Don Bosco often referred to this day of mourning when speaking
to his little friends, the boys at the Oratory of St. Francis de Sales.
He used this incident in his life to instill respect, obedience and
love for their own parents. In the early days when Don Bosco was
not beset with so many time-consuming tasks, he would stroll into
the playground in the evening during the recreation hour. Instantly,
hundreds of boys would run toward him; sitting in their midst,
Don Bosco would entertain them with a string of edifying anecdotes. Often he would tell them episodes of his own childhood.
Thereupon several of his young listeners inevitably would ask:
"Tell us about the day when your father died."
And Don Bosco would oblige, recalling: "I was not yet two
when my father died, and I no longer remember what he looked
like. I don't know what I did on that sorrowful occasion. I remember, and this is the earliest recollection I have in my life, that my
mother said to me: 'Now you have no father!' Everyone had left
my father's room, but I insisted on staying. My mother picked up
a bowl containing some eggs and bran, and sorrowfully told me:
'Come John, come with me.' I answered, 'If Papa doesn't come,
I won't come either.' 'Poor child,' said my mother, 'come with me,
you no longer have a father.' Thereupon, she broke into heartbroken
sobs, took my hand and led me away. Because she was crying I
burst into tears myself. At that age I certainly did not understand
what a great loss it was to lose one's father.
"But I have always remembered those words, 'Now you have no
father!' I still remember what we did to comfort my brother
Anthony, who was beside himself with grief. I don't remember anything else from that day until I was four or maybe five. From the
age of five I can recall everything that has happened to me."

CHAPTER 4

The Wisdom of a Christian Mother

Q

CONSTERNATION gripped the entire family at the
death of Francis Bosco. Now Margaret, who did not have the heart
to dismiss the two farmhands, was faced with the grim task of providing for five persons in her household. Famine, which (since
1816) had been raging for a year, had reduced Piedmont to a state
of misery. The annual harvests, the region's sole resources, had
been killed by an early frost followed by a terrible, prolonged
drought. Desolation hung like a pall over the oat fields, meadows,
and fruit trees. Food prices soared exorbitantly. One emina of
wheat cost 1.25 lire and one of maize, 1.16 lire. Contemporary
witnesses described how beggars pitifully begged for a handful of
bran to cook with their chick-peas and beans. People were found
dead in the fields, their mouths stuffed with grass with which they
had tried to satisfy their raging hunger. In their great distress people turned to God praying for rain. There were public demonstrations of penance, something, which in the wake of the recent revolution, one had never expected to witness again after so much
vaunted indifference toward religion. Emaciated and shabbily
clothed peasants journeyed barefoot on pilgrimage from shrine to
shrine, begging for mercy, bearing chains about their necks and
heavy crosses upon their shoulders. If, on the way home through
country roads, these poor wretches caught sight of some prosperouslooking farmhouse, they would wearily drag their steps toward it,
kneel on the threshold and feebly beg for alms. The once well-to-do
farmer, himself now on the verge of poverty and need, would emerge
with a sack of bran and give a fistful to each supplicant. Sometimes
they would swallow it dry as it was, moistening it with their tears.
Such hardships caused widespread disease and epidemics; thousands met an early grave. Scores of exhausted and sore-covered
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beggars, victims of typhoid, publicly displayed their affliction with
the hopes of eliciting compassion and alms from passersby. They
were everywhere—in the streets, in town and village squares, at
the doors of the rich and of churches. No road was safe. Wolves,
routed from northern Switzerland by mass hunts, now infested the
woods bordering on the Stura abbey near Turin.
Amid all this misery, Mamma Margaret continued to feed her
family as long as she was able. Finally she entrusted a sum of
money to a neighbor, Bernard Cavallo, to purchase food. Nobody
in Morialdo would sell what few provisions remained at any price.
Cows and bullocks were no longer available for sale at country
fairs. There were no buyers, because there was no fodder. Cavallo
tried his luck in several places, but was unable to find food even
at exorbitant prices. Two days later he returned to the village where
Margaret and the children eagerly awaited him. Fear and dismay
gripped them when he told them that all he had was the money
originally given him. They had had very little to eat that day and
dreaded the hunger pangs that would assail them at night.
Overcoming her disappointment, Margaret again tried to borrow
food from her neighbors, but nobody could help her. Thereupon
she gathered her children about her and said: "As he lay dying,
your father told me always to have great faith in God. So let us
kneel and pray." After a brief prayer she rose, saying, "Extreme
cases require extreme remedies." Then she went to the stable and
with Bernard's help slaughtered a calf. She cooked part of the meat
to appease her family's hunger and during the next few days managed to subsist on some cereals brought in from distant farms at
a very high price. The intense suffering and strain upon Margaret
in that year of privation can readily be realized, but by dint of untiring labor and endless thrift, by careful planning even in the most
minute details, she was able to survive this crisis, thanks also to
some assistance given her by a truly providential person. "Neither
in my youth," says King David, "nor now that I am old have I seen
a just man forsaken, nor his descendants begging bread" (Ps. 36,
25).
In the midst of all these troubles and tribulations, Margaret was
stricken by an added misfortune: her mother, Domenica, died on
March 22, 1818, at the age of 60. (Margaret herself related the
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above incidents to us and they were confirmed by neighbors, relatives and friends.)
When this moment of crisis was past and conditions had improved, Margaret received a very attractive proposal of remarriage.
She turned it down saying: "God gave me a husband and took him
from me. As he lay dying he entrusted three sons to me; I would
be a cruel mother were I to abandon them when they need me
most." She was assured that her children would be entrusted to
a guardian who would take excellent care of them . . . "A guardian," replied Margaret, "is only a friend. I am their mother. I would
not desert them for all the gold in the world. My duty is to dedicate myself entirely to their Christian upbringing." She also made
it clear that she herself would take care of her elderly mother-in-law.
At this point, I would like to remark that the successful education of children is linked to their mothers' prayers and Christian
living, as well as to the intensity with which a mother desires this
success by her Christian dedication and spirit of sacrifice. Natural
love is rooted in selfish interest and cannot bear much fruit. God
gave John Bosco a truly Christian mother who was to mold him
according to His plans. Margaret understood her mission.
The Holy Spirit said: "If you have sons, chastize them; bend
their necks from childhood" (Sir. 7, 23). "A colt untamed turns
out stubborn; a son left to himself grows up unruly" (Sir. 30).
"Pamper your child and he will be a terror for you, indulge him
and he will bring you grief . . . Give him not his own way in his
youth, and close not your eyes to his follies" (Sir. 30, 8-9.11).
"Train a boy in the way he should go; even when he is old he will
not swerve from it" (Prov. 22, 6).
Margaret had learned these truths in the greatest school of the
entire world—the Church and its Sunday religious instruction.
These truths were her constant guide. She blended them with her
Christian love, while the persuasive example of her virtues made
them all the more acceptable to her children.
John modeled himself on his mother. Later, we shall see in him
the same faith, the same purity, the same love of prayer. Margaret's
patience, fearlessness, constancy, trust in God, zeal for the salvation
of souls, simplicity and gentleness of manner, charity toward all,
untiring diligence, prudence in managing affairs, careful super-
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vision of dependents and serenity in the face of adversity will, in
time, be revealed in John Bosco. Margaret's personality was to
leave its imprint on him just as an image leaves its likeness on a
photographic plate.
This creative molding of her son's character was Margaret's great
achievement. She did not thwart his inclinations and the natural
gifts with which he was so richly endowed, but with foresight and
careful solicitude she tempered them and directed them toward
God. John had an open mind, but he was inclined to cling to his
own opinion, and was steadfast in following through whatever he
attempted. To counteract this, his mother wisely trained him in
total obedience. She never flattered his self-love but persuaded him
to accept gracefully the limitations of his social status. At the same
time, she left no stone unturned to help him obtain an education.
But she did not unduly fret over this problem: Divine Providence
would see to it in due time. John was endowed with an intensely
sensitive nature, a nature that was to shed its glow on everyone
who met him. Yet, in his early years it could have had lamentable
consequences if overindulged. Margaret never debased the dignity
of motherhood by unwise caresses, or by condoning or tolerating
anything less than perfect. And yet she never used harsh or violent
ways that might exasperate him or diminish his love for her. There
was a certainty and steadfastness of purpose about John that is
instinctive, perhaps necessary, in a man destined to govern others
—a trait that could easily be transformed into pride. Margaret
never hesitated to repress his tantrums and caprices from the very
start, even when he was too young for any moral responsibility.
But when she saw him emerge as a leader for good among his
companions then she just observed him in silence and did not obstruct his activities. Rather, not only did she allow him a certain
freedom of action, but sacrificed much to give him what he needed.
By such loving gentleness, she gained his heart and was thus able
to make him pliant to her maternal will.
In a word, the virtues of Mamma Margaret make us understand
the virtues of John, for he was most worthy of her. Hence, Mary
Matta, paternal grandmother of Father Secundus Marchisio, a
Salesian, and Benedict Savio, a former teacher in the kindergarten
at Castelnuovo, both of whom knew her very well, quite fittingly
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called her "a Queen among Christian mothers." The same method
she used with John, Margaret used also with her other children.
Let us now see this exemplary mother in action as she educates
her children.

CHAPTER 5

Early

Religious

Training

f—ILs soon as her children could tell right from wrong,
Margaret started teaching them the A, B, C's of their religion. She
encouraged them in the diligent practice of their faith and to live
up to its precepts.
At his mother's knee a child learns to love God and His Blessed
Mother, to detest sin, to fear the eternal punishment of hell and
hope for the joys of heaven. From her lips these lessons are permanently and indelibly imprinted in his heart. The Christian mother
can drive home these truths with persuasion and love. Youth today
has become unruly, insolent and irreligious because many mothers
have abandoned the religious instruction of their children. A good
teacher may exhort his pupils to study Christian doctrine in their
catechism,1 but his exhortations will be short-lived and will hardly
survive the distraction-filled world of children. From teacher and
priest a child may receive some knowledge of his religion, but it is
doubtful whether this knowledge will form deep convictions. Religious instruction imparted by a mother by word and example, by
relating religion to life, becomes an integral part of a child's life.
Sin becomes a loathsome thing, virtue a desired goal. Good conduct
soon becomes an ingrained habit. Reared in this environment, a
child would have to turn against himself to become evil.
Margaret was aware of the powerful influence she possessed in
the Christian education of her son. She saw in daily catechism instruction and frequent reference to its doctrines the surest means
of securing the obedience of a child. So she frequently repeated
catechism questions and answers until the children had memorized
them.
'Religious instruction was a requisite subject of the curriculum in the public
school system in Piedmont. [Editor]
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Margaret was a deeply religious person; God was always uppermost in her thoughts and conversation. Nimble of mind and fluent
in speech, she made the name of God a household word. This could
not fail to influence deeply the hearts of her sons. God sees you:
that was the watchword that she constantly brought to their attention. When she allowed them to go out and play in the nearby
meadows, she would leave them with the words: "Remember that
God sees you." If at times she sensed that they harbored resentful
thoughts against each other, she would suddenly whisper: "Remember that God sees you and that He knows even your most secret
thoughts." If, when questioning one of them, she anticipated a lie
or an excuse, she would forestall an answer by telling them: "Remember that God sees you." Unwittingly, she was repeating God's
words to Abraham: "Walk in my presence and be perfect" (Gen.
17, 1). And the words which Tobias spoke to his son: "All the
days of thy life, have God in thy mind. And take heed thou never
consent to sin, nor transgress the commandments of the Lord our
God (Tob. 4, 6). This is the same great truth that caused Joseph
to reply to his tempters: "How . . . can I commit this great crime,
and sin against God?" (Gen. 39, 9)
Margaret constantly reminded them of God, their Creator, by
drawing their attention to the beauties of nature. One beautiful
starry night, she pointed to the sky and told her children: "God
created the world and adorned it with all those stars. If the sky is
so beautiful, what must Heaven be like?"
In springtime at the sight of the radiant countryside, a flowerstrewn meadow, a rosy dawn or a flaming sunset, she would exclaim: "How many beautiful things the Lord has created for us!"
Whenever storm clouds gathered overhead and the children
huddled around her in fright at the clap of thunder, she would say:
"How powerful is the Lord! Who can stand against Him? Let us
keep free of sin!"
If a disastrous hailstorm destroyed the crops, she would look
over the extent of the damage with her sons and comment: "The
Lord gave it to us and the Lord took it away. He is the master of
the harvest. He knows best, but remember that the wicked will be
punished and no one can mock God."
But when the harvest was good and abundant, she would say:
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"Let us give thanks to the Lord! How good He has been in giving
us our daily bread."
In the winter when all the family gathered around a cozy, cheerful fire and wind and snow battered the frosted windowpanes, she
would tell her children: "How grateful we should be to the Lord,
who provides us with all we need. God is truly a Father, our Father
who is in heaven!"
Margaret was also very adept in drawing a moral or applying a
lesson to any event that impressed any of her sons. It was from his
mother that John learned to feel the omnipresence of God, and to
accept everything, good and bad, as coming from the hand of God.
Whenever he talked about his mother, and this he did frequently,
he always showed himself very grateful for the excellent Christian
upbringing he had received from her. He frequently acknowledged
the great sacrifices she had made for him.
Margaret taught each of her children, while still very young, to
say his prayers morning and night. As soon as John, her youngest,
was able to join the others of the family she would have him kneel
with them for morning and evening prayers and for the family
recitation of the rosary. Although he was the smallest of the three,
John was the first to remind the others of time for prayer; his childlike devotion inspired them to sincere prayer. Margaret herself prepared her children for their first confession as soon as they were
able to discern right from wrong. She accompanied them to church,
made her own confession, then introduced them to the priest. Confession over, she helped them with their act of thanksgiving. She
continued to assist them in this manner until they were able to
make their own confession properly. Under her guidance, John
went to confession frequently. She took the children to Mass every
Sunday and holy day to a small country chapel of a hamlet named
after St. Peter; there the priest would preach and teach catechism.
When John returned home, he would repeat what he had heard
and he always had a very attentive audience.
Through prayer and the Sacraments, Margaret led her children
to God with great gentleness. This gave her a powerful influence
over them that she was never to lose. Long after they were adults
she would not hesitate to ask them with all frankness whether they
frequented the Sacraments and said their morning and night pray-
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ers. And her sons, already in their thirties, would dutifully answer
her with the very same candor and openness they had shown as
little children.
Nor did she cease reminding John on this score of his prayers
even after he had become a priest. She would remind him even
when he returned late to his hamlet home after exhausting mission
work in the nearby country parishes, soaked with perspiration and
exhausted by his long return walk. Years later, at the Oratory,
when Don Bosco would be about to retire to his room after a hard
day of preaching and hearing confessions, his mother would ask:
"Have you said your prayers?"
John, of course, had already said them, but knowing how it
would please her, and despite the fact that he was already half
asleep and about to undress for bed, he would reply: "I'll say them
right away."
"Of course, you know Latin, and a lot of theology," Margaret
would continue, "but your mother knows something more important than that. She knows that you must pray." John would then
drop to his knees while Margaret moved silently about the room,
turning up the wick in the lamp, smoothing the pillow, turning
down the bed. When John was through with his prayers, she would
quietly leave the room.
This to some may sound indiscreet. But surely the good mother
must have been happy in the thought that after so many years her
sons were still the same: frank, docile and respectful. How few
mothers today can make this claim. Disrespect and neglect often
become their lot. Many bitter tears are shed because of the scorn,
derision and insults heaped upon them by abusive and cruel children who have learned to dominate their parents. Margaret, instead, felt she could chide her grownup sons as she had done when
they were still tots in the Becchi farmhouse. They were still as respectful as ever: she was ever the same mother to them. The years
had passed but the joys of childhood were not forgotten. How often
Margaret, a woman of sensitive and delicate feeling, would withdraw to her own room to dry her tears of joy. Such tears which a
son brings to his mother's eyes are as precious in the sight of God
as all the pearls in the Eastern seas. Indeed, "He stores up riches
who reveres his mother" (Sir. 3, 4 ) .
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But besides religious instruction and prayer, Margaret also used
another means to educate her children—work. She could not bear
to see her sons idle. Even as very young children she entrusted
them with simple chores. At four, John was already stripping hemp
canes that his mother would give him. With his work done, he
would busy himself making playthings. At this early age he would
whittle small pieces of wood to make balls and sticks for a game
called galla in which one player strikes a ball with a small flat piece
of wood towards his opponent and the latter swats it back with
a long stick. John had great fun playing this game with his friends.
Of course, squabbles and fights would occasionally arise. John's
role then was always that of peacemaker. He would rush into
the argument and attempt to restore peace. More than once, however, the ball, which some awkward or careless youngster sent flying towards him, would strike him on the head or in the face.
Screaming with pain, John would rush to his mother for comfort.
At the sight of his tear-stained face, Margaret would exclaim:
"Again? How do you manage to get into trouble every day? Why
do you play with those boys? Can't you see they're not very nice?"
"That's just why I play with them. When I'm around, they're
not so nasty, and they don't say bad words."
"But then you come home with a broken head."
"It was an accident."
"Very well. But don't play with them any more."
"Mom, . . ."
"Did you hear me?"
"I won't play with them any more if you don't want me to.
But when I'm there they do whatever I say and they don't fight."
"All right, but that means you'll be coming back to have your
head bandaged again. Be careful," she would conclude, shaking
her head slowly, "be careful because I know they're rough boys, very
rough." John would not stir from the spot until his mother spoke
the last word. She was reluctant to bar him from his games lest
she prevent him In some way of being a good influence among his
chums.
"All right, you may go with them," she would say.
So young, yet so wise.
Already at that tender age John was dreaming of the day when
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he would be surrounded by many young boys who would live with
him, obey him, quietly and attentively listen to his words, and become good. To him this was the only happiness possible on earth.
Unknowingly prompted by divine grace, he was already longing
for his future mission, his heart ever filled with the holy fear of
God, from whom comes all wisdom, which "hastens to make herself known in anticipation of men's desire. He who watches for
her at dawn shall not be disappointed, for he shall find her sitting
by his gate. . . . She makes her own rounds, seeking those worthy
of her, and graciously appears to them in the ways, and meets them
with all solicitude. For the first step toward discipline is a very
earnest desire for her; then care for discipline is love of her; love
means the keeping of her laws: to observe her laws is the basis for
incorruptibility; and incorruptibility makes one close to God; thus,
the desire for Wisdom leads up to a kingdom" (Wisd. 6, 13-14,
16-21).

CHAPTER 6

Mamma Margaret and Her Children

IN the Book of Proverbs we read:

"Even by his manners
the child betrays whether his conduct is innocent and right. . . .
Correct your son, and he will bring you comfort, and give delight
to your soul. . . . The ear that hears, and the eye that sees—the
Lord has made them both" (Prov. 20, 11; 29, 17; 20, 12). Thus
should all parents keep watch over their children!
Margaret kept her children's conduct under constant supervision,
but there was nothing unpleasant about her vigilance. It was not
irksome, mistrustful or nagging; rather, it was constant, prudent
and loving, as the Lord would have it. She took pains to make her
presence welcome, and she inculcated the spirit of obedience in
them according to St. Paul's advice: "And you, fathers, do not
provoke your children to anger, but rear them in the discipline
and admonition of the Lord" (Eph. 6, 4).
Their noisy games never annoyed her. In fact, she even took
part in them herself and suggested new ones. She would reply patiently to their childish and sometimes tiresome, insistent questions.
Not only did she willingly listen to them, but she actually encouraged them to talk. By this means she was able to know the thoughts
occupying their tender minds as well as the affections blossoming
in their young hearts. Responding affectionately to her love, the
children kept no secrets from a mother so ingenious in finding new
ways to carry out her noble task lovingly and worthily.
In those days it was not rare to find the Bible or the Lives of
the Saints in the homes of the more prosperous peasants. On Sunday evenings the good elderly men of Capriglio would read a few
pages aloud to their families gathered around them in the stables
in winter, in the patio in summer or autumn. Thus, Margaret had
memorized many examples taken from Holy Scripture or the Lives
40
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of the Saints concerning the rewards the Lord bestows upon obedient children and the punishment he metes out to those who are unruly and rebellious. She would often repeat them to her children,
skillfully arousing their curiosity and holding their attention. Margaret was particularly talented in projecting vivid descriptions of
the childhood of Jesus as she presented Him as a model of obedience and humility.
Children, we know, listen eagerly to stories and are greatly impressed by them. Thus, Margaret gained such a moral ascendancy
over her sons, and later over her grandchildren, that a mere word
of hers brought instant and loving obedience. If she wanted some
little chores done, such as fetching wood, drawing water from the
well, bringing fodder or straw to the animals or sweeping the floor,
it was sufficient to mention it to one of them and all would run
to do it.
Margaret also managed to obtain from her children perfect obedience on two matters that most parents consider beyond their reach.
Under no circumstances, without her permission, were they to associate with people whom they did not know, or leave the house without her previous consent. Sometimes they would hang around her,
asking: "Mom, our friend So-and-So is outside calling us. May we
go out and play with him?" If she said "yes" they would run out
of the house with shouts of glee to go romping in the fields or over
the hills. At other times when the answer was a flat "no" they
wouldn't even dare to peek from the doorway, but would continue
to play contentedly at home. Chattering quietly together, they
amused themselves with their little homemade toys, or those Margaret had bought for them. Sometimes she would leave them alone
when she went working in the fields. Neighbors, who happened to
drop in, would ask the boys why they remained indoors when it
was so lovely outside or why they were so quiet and well-behaved.
They would reply: "So as not to displease Mamma."
They were accustomed to obey her out of love and therefore
Margaret could have felt at ease even if she left them alone when
she had to go to Castelnuovo every Thursday to market her produce,
sell some chickens or purchase cloth, linen or other objects for
home use. Nevertheless, she was too deeply concerned about the
dangers to their innocence to take chances. She knew how even
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the slightest breath of evil could tarnish it. So before leaving she
would ask their grandmother to keep an eye on them, and she
would warn them to be good.
For their part the youngsters were careful to avoid doing anything that might displease her and would await her return anxiously,
because she always promised to bring as a reward a special blessed
bread. A little gift of this kind meant a lot to them at that age
and in those days. So they would watch for her from the crest of
the hill. Eventually Mamma Margaret, looking tired and covered
with perspiration and dust would appear at the bottom of the path
leading up to the house. Then they would run down to her, shouting in unison over and over again: "The blessed bread! Where's the
blessed bread?"
Smiling, Margaret would stop in her tracks to exclaim: "Take
it easy! Let me get home first and put this heavy basket down!
Give me a chance to catch my breath, please!"
Romping joyfully around her, they would follow Margaret into
the kitchen. There she would sit down and surrounded by the
children, she would take the blessed bread from her basket, while
their hands eagerly reached out for it. "Give me some! Give me
some!"
But Margaret would reply: "Quiet, please, quiet! You will get
your bread, but first tell me how you spent the day." Thereupon
the children would become silent, waiting to answer the questions
she would put to each one of them individually. For example, she
would ask of one of the boys: "Did you go to that farm for the
seeds and that tool as I told you to? What did they say? And what
did you answer?" Turning to another she would ask: "Did you give
my message to the neighbor who was to come to the house? What
did you say?" Finally she would ask all of them: "Did grandma
ask you to do anything for her? Did you obey her right away? Did
she have to scold you? Did any of your friends come to visit you?
How did you spend your time with them? What did you do all
day? Did you get along without quarrelling? Did you recite the
Angelus at noonT
In this manner, Margaret would exact a complete account of
their actions and almost of their thoughts, and through these dialogues the children would tell her whatever had happened in minute
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detail. Meanwhile, Margaret lovingly and serenely would make
prudent observations designed to guide them on future occasions.
"That was right," she would say to one of them. To another: "That
was well said. Just a little more patience, just a little more courtesy." Or: "That wasn't right; next time be more careful. Don't
you understand that you told a lie, and our Lord doesn't like it?"
If they had been well-behaved and obedient, she would conclude:
"I'm glad. Be good to grandma and God will reward you."
In this manner she accustomed them to judge the Tightness or
wrongness of their ways by the standard of Divine Law and Christian practice and thus avoid falling into the same mistakes. After
her admonitions and words of praise, she would at last reward
them with a piece of the blessed bread which the boys would eat
with great relish.
Margaret would similarly question them even after only a short
absence, for example, after she had gone to work in the fields,
or the boys had left the house for some reason or other. These
questionings invariably ended with a word of advice. She continued this practice until they were grown men.
As a result the boys grew up to be well-mannered, reserved and
careful in their behavior. If, on occasion they were careless, they
themselves were the first to be aware of it, recognize their fault and
resolve to be more alert in the future. John pondered every one
of his mother's words in his heart, and stamped each of her actions
indelibly on his mind. Without realizing it, he was storing up for
the future her effective pedagogical method based on love and
sacrifice. The Holy Spirit, the Spirit of ardor and love that inspired
the sapiential books, intersperses the series of His teachings with
gentle invitations to the soul to surrender itself, such as "My son
give me your heart, and let your eyes keep to my ways" (Prov.
23, 26). Don Bosco took this to heart. We heard this passage a
thousand times from his lips as he ever exhorted us to do good.
We saw reproduced in him his mother's teachings and examples:
that constant vigilance, that desire to be as much as possible with
his boys, that patience in listening to everything they had to tell
him, that solicitous and prudent, gentle questioning with which he
invited them to give an account of their conduct. All this he had
learned from his mother.

CHAPTER 7

Firm Guidance

_y VJLARGARET was never one to raise her voice when
chiding her children, lose her temper when correcting them, or
make decisions in a fit of anger. She always was calm and affable,
always smiling; she never was gloomy. The children were conscious
of her love and in turn they loved her immeasurably. Nevertheless,
like all good mothers, she would not fail to warn them or scold
them whenever necessary. She was consistent in correcting them.
"He who spares his rod hates his son, but he who loves him takes
care to chastise him . . . Folly is close to the heart of a child,
but the rod of discipline will drive it far away from him . . .
A boy left to his whims disgraces his mother" (Prov. 13, 24; 22,
15;29, 15).
Margaret was of very gentle disposition, but she was by no
means a weakling. The children knew that punishment would be
their due if they persisted in some failing. She never relinquished
her punitive authority, symbolized by a cane standing in a corner
of the room; but she never used it, just as she never had to slap
any of her children even once.
She relied on other means, all her own. Used wisely, they had
a remarkable effect on youngsters trained to obey. One day, when
John was only four, he came home from a walk with his brother
Joseph. It was summer and both were very thirsty. Margaret went
to draw water and gave it first to Joseph, who was older. John was
a bit piqued at this act of preference and when it was his turn
he refused to drink. Margaret put the water away without a word.
John just stood there for a moment and then timidly said: "Mom!"
"Yes . . ."
"Aren't you going to give me some water too?"
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"I thought you weren't thirsty!"
"I'm sorry, Mom!"
"Now! That's a good boy!" She went back for the water and
gave it to him, smiling.
On another occasion, because of his age and his impetuous nature, John had gotten into a temper of impatience. Margaret called
him to her side, and John immediately ran over to her.
"John, do you see that cane?" she said, pointing to the cane in
the corner.
"Yes, I see it," answered John, timidly drawing back.
"Bring it to me."
"What do you want it for?"
"Bring it here and you'll find out."
John fetched it and handed it to her.
"Are you going to beat me with it?"
"Why not? You asked for it."
"I won't do it again, Mamma!"
And the child would be glad at his mother's smile. That was
enough of a lesson for him to exercise more self-control in the
future. But John would have submitted to the caning, if his mother
had chosen to punish him instead of being satisfied with his prompt
obedience. Margaret herself later stated that little John had never
given her any cause for displeasure. If inadvertently he bordered
on misbehavior, a warning word sufficed to restrain him. He would
promise to behave and always kept his word.
Joseph had a mild and affectionate disposition, but being only
a small child, on occasion he would flare up, go into tantrums and
become unmanageable. If his mother would then take him by the
hand, Joseph would fling himself on the floor, struggling and
screaming. Margaret, patient but firm and unperturbed, would hold
on to him. "Look, it's no use," she would tell him. "I won't let
you go even if you lie there all day. You've got to stop." And when
he continued screaming, she would remind him: "You know I'm
the stronger. You're not going to win. Don't fool yourself! If you
don't stop being a bad boy, the Lord will get you, bring you before
His throne and punish you. And then will you be able to get away
from Him?" Joseph would then realize the futility of his efforts,
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and would calm down. Looking up at his mother's face, ever smiling gently at him, he would smile back and the matter would be
closed.
The good done to a child by his mother's smile is beyond description. Her smile makes him happy and conscious of being loved.
In later years it becomes a fond memory and a powerful incentive
in the performance of one's own duties. It is an echo of heavenly
joy that uplifts hearts and makes them purer.
Such was Margaret's way of correcting her children, ever seeing
to it that punishment should not arouse anger, mistrust and estrangement. Her guiding principle on this point was to lead her
children to do all things out of love and to please the Lord. She
was, indeed, a fortunate mother.
To be nice with affectionate children, and to gain responsive
hearts does not seem to be a difficult task. The real test is in being
able to train with loving kindness a person inclined to anger and
of overbearing and unfriendly disposition. Margaret succeeded in
doing precisely this. Her stepson Anthony was already past nine
when Francis contracted his second marriage. He received his new
mother coldly, regarding her almost as an intruder. Whenever his
father showered caresses on Joseph and John, he felt that his stepbrothers were usurping his rights. His resentment was fed further
by the realization that the modest inheritance he had formerly
considered all his own would now be reduced by two-thirds. Although there was no real reason for him to feel this way, it is understandable in view of the natural impulsiveness of youth.
Thus, he nursed a certain aversion for his stepmother. Margaret,
instead, particularly after her husband's death, made it a point to
give Anthony preferential treatment in all things in an attempt to
overcome his resentment. She showed him such consideration that
no firstborn could have wished for better. In this way she managed
to keep peace in the household, even though sometimes she could
not altogether prevent some unpleasant scenes arising from disobedience or insolent talk. Heroic virtue was necessary to cope with
Anthony's unpredictable and impetuous disposition. Sometimes, he
did not hesitate to quarrel even with his old grandmother. But
Margaret never lost her self-control in this trying situation.
Anthony would often take to hitting his little brothers, and
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Margaret had to intervene and shield them from him. But she
never resorted to force in defense of her own children. Faithful to
a self-imposed rule, she never laid a hand on Anthony. We can
easily imagine how great her self-control must have been if she
was able to stifle her maternal instinct and ardent love for Joseph
and John. After such outbursts on Anthony's part, she maintained
an attitude of cold reserve toward him, not addressing a single word
to him the rest of the day or making any allusion to what had
happened. After a few hours of glum silence, Anthony would go
up to her and ask: "Mamma, what's the matter?"
"Leave me alone," Margaret would answer, "I'm too upset right
now to talk. Let me calm down, I'll tell you tomorrow." The night
brings good counsel.
Next morning Anthony would approach her and say: "Mamma,
forgive me!"
"How do you feel about what happened yesterday?"
"But they started it and got me mad. I like to be respected.
They started it all."
"That's enough! If that's the way you feel, it's no use talking.
And you expect me to forgive you?"
"But I was in the right."
"In the right? Suppose you were right at the start. You must, at
least, admit that you were wrong to behave as you did and that
you shouldn't have taken the law into your own hands. Besides,
the others are not entirely to blame. You too, are at fault. Admit
that you, too, were wrong and promise to mend your ways. Only
then will I believe that you are truly sorry."
In the face of such calm reasoning, Anthony at times would
reply: "Yes, I'm sorry, I admit I was wrong and I won't do it
again."
"Good! Now you're forgiven!" So saying, she would smile at
him so affectionately that Anthony would beam with happiness.
But there were times when he would not admit his error, and
he would withdraw muttering angrily to himself. Margaret would
be patient until evening and family night prayers. Anthony would
be sitting in a corner all by himself, sulking. Lest he should not
join in the family prayers, Margaret would gently take him by the
hand and ask: "Well, have you been thinking over what I told
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you?" Anthony would shrug his shoulders, and while trying to free
himself from her, he would repeat that he was right. Margaret
would then try another tack. She would beg him to come and
pray so that the Lord might bless him. Pulling him by the arm,
she would lead him where the others were waiting for him. She
did this with great patience, without trace of anger or force, always using persuasive words. Sometimes it took a lot of doing,
but at last she would succeed in making him kneel down, although
at some little distance from the rest. At other times Margaret would
try to soothe him by telling him a funny story or a joke and
Anthony would respond with a begrudging smile. Then Margaret
would begin to pray aloud. After the act of contrition, they recited
the Our Father. But at the words: Forgive us our trespasses as we
forgive those who trespass against us, Margaret would suddenly interrupt the prayers and turning to Anthony, she would say: "Leave
out the words Forgive us our trespasses; you had better not say
them
"Why not? That's what the prayer says."
"Still, you had better not say them."
"What shall I say then?"
"Anything you like, but not those words!"
"Why?"
"Why? Do you have the nerve to say them when you yourself
won't forgive others, when you are still mad at your brothers after
you have almost broken their heads? Aren't you afraid that the
Lord will punish you for saying such words? Coming from you
they would be a lie and an insult to God since you do not want
to forgive. How can you expect our Lord to forgive you, when
you so stubbornly refuse to forgive others?"
Such words, coming straight from her heart with a spiritual
motivation and uttered in a pleasant way would generally achieve
their desired effect. Anthony usually ended up admitting: "I was
wrong, Mom. Forgive me." And Margaret would promptly do so.
But more than once, upon being chided or thwarted in some
whim of his, Anthony would fly into a rage and lose all control.
With outstretched arm and clenched fist, he would threaten Margaret, screaming: "You are just my stepmother!" Margaret, a
strong woman, could easily have settled him with a swift smack
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on the face. Instead, she would step back a bit with such a penetrating look that he would promptly halt in his tracks while the
little ones would fling themselves between them, cling to her and
cry: "Mamma, don't be afraid . . . Anthony! Stop it!"
Margaret would say: "Listen, Anthony, I have called you my
son and I mean what I say. You are my son because you are
Francis' son, because your father entrusted you to me and because
I love you as such. You know that if I wanted to I could bring
you down to your knees, but I don't want to. I've made it a point
never to use physical force to assert my authority over my children.
You are my son, and I don't want to hit you. You may do as you
wish, but you are doing wrong."
And with that she would withdraw. At such words, Anthony,
embarrassed and confused, would come back to his senses and
walk away hanging his head in shame.
Many times Anthony went into a rage, but he always calmed
down at Margaret's soothing words. She was putting into practice
the advice given in the Book of Proverbs: "Chastise your son,
for in this there is hope . . ." (19, 18).
To Anthony's credit we must add that he never went beyond
threats and that he never failed to apologize once his anger subsided. His grandmother's serious admonitions had also something
to do with it. As the years rolled by, Anthony mellowed to such
an extent that he acquired the reputation, still extant, not only of
being a man worthy of respect and easy to get along with, but also
of being a friend that could be trusted and eagerly sought for his
cheerful company.
The love and esteem that he felt deep in his heart for Margaret,
although in a muddled and hidden way, came to the open when he
began to support himself after the family estate was divided. As
long as Margaret remained in Morialdo, he would visit her frequently, always addressing her as "Mother." When, later on, she
moved to Turin, he would travel there just to see her and enjoy
her company for a few hours, and respectfully he would listen to
her counsels.
And so, under the guidance of his mother, John was absorbing
that remarkable gentleness of manner that forestalls trouble and
enables the educator to conquer the hearts of his pupils.

CHAPTER 8

Grandmother

Bosco

Ir.F Margaret found it so easy to obtain perfect obedience
from her children, it was not just because of what she said, but
especially because of her example. Her husband Francis had entrusted his mother to Margaret's care as he lay dying. She was old
and ailing, afflicted by various infirmities that obliged her to spend
the greater part of her day either in bed or in her chair. Nevertheless, this good and devout woman, used to bustling activity since
childhood, tried to be helpful in the household to the best of her
ability. She knitted socks, mended clothes, cooked, sewed and
swept. Everything in the little house was kept in tip-top shape
thanks to her care, and if she was unable to finish such chores, her
daughter-in-law would lend a hand when she returned home. Margaret, too, was a stickler for cleanliness and tidiness in the home.
She regarded her mother-in-law as queen of the household, revering her as her own mother, obeying her and consulting her in all
matters. Whenever differences of opinion arose, she was always
ready to defer to her. Margaret went out of her way to do what
she knew would please her mother-in-law, even preparing those
dishes that she knew were most to her liking. During the daytime,
especially in winter, whenever she had a moment's respite from
work, she willingly sat beside her and kept her company. At night,
every time the old woman's infirmities troubled her most, Margaret
would sit up with her with a more than filial solicitude. Whenever
she made trips to the market or to a fair, and this she did nearly
every week, she never returned home without something for her
mother-in-law, such as some choice brand of pasta for the soup,
breadsticks, cookies, or first fruits of the season.
This same respect for their grandmother Margaret demanded
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of her children at all times and without reservation. She used to
tell them: "You must obey grandma even more readily than you
obey me." And she would unfailingly punish them whenever they
had been lacking in respect or obedience toward her.
Despite her great affection for her children she never sided with
them against their grandmother, and never claimed that they were
right once her mother-in-law had said they were wrong. Margaret
never questioned any punishment the grandmother might inflict,
and she never tried to cancel or mitigate it or counteract the old
woman's momentary severity by an ill-advised expression of tenderness.
Such harmony was indispensable for the proper upbringing of
the children, because the entire responsibility for running the
household rested upon Mamma Margaret. She alone did all the
work on the farm and the buying and selling connected with it.
Further, she dauntlessly undertook not only the farm chores usually
assigned to women, but also the heavier and more arduous work
generally performed by men. Her brother Michael willingly helped
her whenever possible, but occasionally he was busy with his own
work and unable to come. Then Margaret, all by herself, would
scythe the grass, or plow the fields, sow and harvest the wheat.
She would gather it into sheaves, and cart them to the farmyard
for threshing. Here she would stack them, thresh and store the grain
in the barn. Whenever she had to hire laborers for the day, she
would exhaust them by the pace she set for them since they couldn't
stand being outdone by a woman. Anthony could not yet give much
help in these chores, so Margaret had to spend a great deal of time
away from the house. But this was no cause for worry, since she
knew that her children were well cared for. Her mother-in-law was
of very valuable assistance in bringing up her children; she was one
with her in intent and means.
The grandmother was often immobilized in her chair, but this
did not prevent her from running things with the sole strength of
her moral authority. Her grandsons treated her with the utmost
deference and regarded every wish of hers as law. She was extremely mild-mannered and tender-hearted but nevertheless inflexible in demanding that the children admit their guilt whenever they
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were wrong. If any of them got out of line when Margaret was not
at home, she would not close an eye, but would call the culprit
and tell him: "Get me that cane."
"You're not going to beat me, are you?"
"I certainly am. Hand it to me." The boy would meekly obey.
"Now get closer." The boy would inch forward.
"But I didn't start the fight, Grandma! It wasn't really my fault."
"Very well. Instead of giving you one stroke, I'll give you two!"
"Grandma, please forgive me!"
"That's not enough!"
"Grandma, I was wrong, and I won't do it anymore." Thereupon
the culprit would admit what his fault was.
"Do you really admit that you were wrong?"
"Yes, grandma."
If the culprit should hesitate to confess, the grandmother would
raise her cane, but as soon as she heard the words: "Forgive me, I
was wrong," she would lower her hand and say: "Put the cane
back in its place and behave yourself." The matter almost always
ended this way. Since the children knew that this was the only way
to avoid actual punishment, they did not waste any time in admitting their guilt.
It was only very rarely that she had to use the cane on them,
and then it was only with a light stroke or two, which certainly
did not really hurt them. But since the strokes were a punishment,
they sufficed to make them break into tears, but they would not
dare to move one inch away. A church-going woman, she knew
by heart the pastor's teachings from Scripture: "Withhold not chastisement from a boy; if you beat him with the rod, he will not die.
Beat him with the rod and you will save him from the nether
world" (Prov. 23, 13, 14).
Since the grandmother was hardly able to get up from her chair,
the children were sometimes asked: "Why do you go to her when
she wants to punish you? Why don't you run away? She can't run
after you!"
"Oh, Mamma wouldn't like that," was the usual reply.
One day the grandmother noticed that some fruit, which she
had set aside, was missing. Her suspicions fell upon the youngest
of her grandchildren. "John!" she called out to him. John, who was
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wholly innocent ran joyfully to her. With a serious expression on
her face, she told him: "Get me the cane over there." Puzzled, little
John meekly obeyed, well-knowing who was at fault.
"Grandma," he said, "you can do what you want, but I didn't
take that fruit."
"Well, then, tell me who did, and I won't hit you."
"I'll tell you, if you will forgive him."
"I will. Bring the naughty boy here and if he asks my forgiveness, brings me the cane, and admits that he deserves to be punished, I'll forgive him."
John ran to his older brother, against whom he bore no grudge
notwithstanding the latter's ill feelings towards him, and told him
what had happened. Anthony, who was now 15 and already a good
farmhand, thought his grandmother was being ridiculous. Being
punished in the manner of a six-year-old seemed to him a rather
odd humiliation. So he merely shrugged it off as though to say:
"Nonsense!" But John insisted: "Please, come, don't cross her. You
know how she is! This would upset her terribly! And it would upset mamma, too. I know you're already a big boy, but still you
must respect grandma." Anthony yielded.
"Very well," he said. "Let's go." Once in the house, he took the
cane and handed it to his grandmother, mumbling: "I won't do it
anymore," not exactly with a great display of humility.
All the same, the grandmother seemed to be satisfied by his
gesture. Holding him affectionately by the arm, she said to him:
"My son, just remember that if it's true that gluttony kills more
people than even the sword, it's also true that gluttony and its
consequence send more people to hell than any other sin."
This perfect harmony between mother and mother-in-law was
a valuable object lesson to John on the necessity and advantages of
mutual accord between the superiors of a school for the successful
character formation of its pupils. If the educators are divided among
themselves by jealousy, grudges, differences of opinions and methods, the sad consequences will show up in the pupils proving the
truth of the [scriptural] saying: "If a house is divided against itself,
that house cannot stand" (Mark, 3, 25 ).

CHAPTER 9

A

Mother's

Ways

JCÍESIDES requiring of her sons orderliness and beauty
of soul, along with a docile and constant gladness of heart, by
which she wanted all their actions to be imbued, Margaret also insisted upon personal neatness and cleanliness. Her diligence in this
matter accorded with the exhortation of Ecclesiastes: "Go, eat your
bread with joy, and drink your wine with a merry heart, because
it is now that God favors your works. At all times let your garments
be white, and spare not the perfume for your head" (9, 7-8).
She not only made it a point to scrub them herself until their
eighth or ninth year, but she also took a certain pride in dressing
them as nicely as she could afford. On Sundays especially, she had
them wear their best clothes, tidily brushing their great shocks of
curly hair, which she tied with a pretty ribbon. Then she would
take them to Mass, holding them by the hand. At times she allowed
Anthony to walk ahead of her with Joseph, but she never let them
out of sight. The people they met on the way, especially mothers,
would stop to congratulate Margaret. "What handsome lads!" they
would exclaim. "They look like little angels!" Margaret enjoyed
such praise. Deep in her heart, but with a greater nobility, she felt
the same surge of affection that had inspired the mother of the
Gracchi one day to answer some Roman matrons who had asked
to see her jewels by pointing to her sons and saying: "Here are
my pearls!" For Margaret, her sons were her treasure, her adornment, her glory.
As they drew closer to the church and the crowd grew larger,
the boys would notice some old men wearing a shiny pigtail, tied
by a ribbon, as was still the custom in those days.
"Mamma!" they would cry out. "Look at Jim over there! (He
was a kindly oldster, the village sage.) When are you going to let
54
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our hair grow and fall down on our shoulders like that, so that we
can braid it too?"
"The curls with which the good God has adorned you are enough
for you. You like to make a good appearance, don't you?"
"Of course!"
"Well then, listen to me. Do you know why I put these nice
clothes on you? Because today is Sunday, and it is only fitting that
you outwardly show the joy that every Christian should feel on this
day, and I want your clean clothes to mirror the beauty of your
souls. What good would fine clothes be, if the soul is ugly with
sin? Make sure you merit the praise of God and not the praise of
men, because that serves only to make you proud and ambitious,
nothing else. God can't bear proud and ambitious people, and He
punishes them. They said you look like little angels: and you must
always behave like little angels, especially now that we're going to
church. You must kneel down and not squirm in your seats, nor
chatter. And pray with your two hands joined together. Jesus in
the Blessed Sacrament will be pleased to see you gathered devoutly
before His Tabernacle, and He will bless you."
By thus remarking on neatness and good behavior, Margaret
taught them to respect themselves and others. John retained this
care in the cleanliness of his clothes until his last days. Nobody
ever saw a stain on his garments, because he never neglected checking both his cassock and his cloak constantly for spots or stains.
Consequently, he could enter any lordly mansion, home or social
gathering and be acceptable even to the most fastidious people. The
exterior care of his person mirrored the admirable order that ruled
his soul.
Margaret was careful to inculcate in her children the habit of
thinking before acting. For carelessness, no matter how innocent,
may be a source of moral and material harm. One day—John was
eight years old—while his mother was out on business in a neighboring village, he tried to get at something that she had stored away
on a high shelf. Since he could not reach it, he took a chair and
while climbing onto it, he overturned an oil jar and it fell to the
ground in pieces. Little John anxiously tried to clean up the mess
by mopping up the spilt oil, but upon realizing that he would not
be able to get rid of its stain and the smell, he figured how best he
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could avoid displeasing his mother. Breaking off a rod from a
hedge, he stripped the green bark in several places, and tried to
make it look as pretty as he could. When it was time for his mother
to return, he ran to meet her down in the valley. As soon as he
came up to her, he asked: "How are you, Mamma? Did you have a
nice walk?"
"Yes, John dear. How are you? Is everything all right? Have you
been a good boy?"
"Oh, Mamma! Look!" So saying, John handed her the rod.
"Ah! That means you've been a naughty boy."
"Yes, I have. This time I really deserve a whipping."
"What did you do?"
"I was climbing up to the high shelf and accidentally broke the
oil jar. I know I deserve a whipping, and so I brought you this
stick to hit me with and save you the trouble of fetching one."
Meanwhile, John handed her the nicely decorated rod and looked
up into her face with an expression at once shy, cunning and mischievous. Margaret looked from her son to the rod and broke into
laughter, amused by his childish wiles. Finally she said: "It's too
bad about the oil jar, but I'll forgive you because your behavior
shows you didn't do it on purpose. But always remember this:
before you do anything, always think of the possible consequences. Had you first looked to see if there were anything you
might break, you would have climbed up more carefully, and
there would have been no accident. If as a child you are thoughtless, you'll continue to be that way when you become a man, and
that could cause a lot of trouble, and you may thereby even offend
God. So be careful!"
Margaret would repeat such advice whenever necessary. She was
so persuasive that her sons really became more careful in their actions.
"Prudent is he who heeds reproof" (Prov. 15, 5). Such prudence
will teach him not | to deserve reproof, to submit to it when needed
and to avert its consequences by humility and sincerity. This is just
what John did. In this small episode do we not already glimpse a
spark of that Christian diplomacy which, with the simplicity of the
dove and the prudence of the serpent, he was to employ so many
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times to safeguard his institutions and to escape the snares laid by
his adversaries, without thereby incurring their enmity?
Here we may also observe how Margaret differed from so many
parents. Many fathers and mothers cannot educate their children
in the love of discipline and thrift, because they themselves exemplify negligence and rashness. Ranting and raging, they thrash
their children for every minor mishap, such as a broken window,
a crumpled garment, an overturned chair, as though they had committed a grievous fault. The little ones quake in fear, weep, seethe
with anger, and begin to nourish a hatred of parental authority,
sometimes even rebelling against it. Such parents do not realize that
by acting in this manner they can even destroy a child's moral instinct. At times they actually tolerate, or, at best, halfheartedly
punish a lie, a squabble, immoderate speech and disobedience,
whereas for a minor material damage they mete out corporal punishment along with a stream of words that often give cause for
scandal and offense of God. How foolish they are to equate petty
mishaps with transgressions against the law of God, or to give such
importance to trifles.
Although Margaret dearly loved her sons, she never smothered
them with cloying affection. Actually, her idea was to accustom
them to a sober, hardworking and spartan life so that they would
grow strong and robust. Long hikes did not tire them and long distances never bothered them. When John was attending the Convitto
Ecclesiastico, he often left Turin on foot at two in the afternoon
and calmly arrived in Castelnuovo d'Asti at eight in the evening.
She did not want them to get used to having something with their
bread at breakfast, neither coffee with milk, nor fruit; although they
lived in the country. She would give them a piece of bread which
they ate dry. In this way she accustomed them to consider it wholly
normal if breakfast consisted merely of a slice of bread and nothing
else. She treated John in the same manner when he returned home
from school for his summer vacation, even as a seminarian.
Although John had grown used to sleeping on a softer mattress
in the seminary, at home Margaret would make up his bed with
a plain, hard, straw mattress: "It's best that you get used to sleeping
without too much comfort; conveniences are not hard to get used
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to." This was his bed throughout his four months of vacation. She
ordered the boy to wrap up the soft mattress and store it away
until the beginning of the new school year. "You don't know what
may happen to you in the future," she would say. "No one can tell
what fate Providence has in store for you. So you had better get
used to a little hardship."
She also wanted her sons to endure some inconvenience with regard to their sleeping hours. "The early bird catches the worm,"
she used to say. Some evenings she often would allow them to stay
up rather late if she had to attend to various chores in providing
hospitality for some homeless person who could not find shelter
elsewhere. In the morning she would get her children up before
sunrise and expected them to get on their feet immediately. At
times she would even wake them up at night if some sick neighbor
needed their help. Thus, John became accustomed to miss his
regular sleep. If Margaret thought that he had not slept enough
during the night, she would tell him to nap during the hottest hours
of the day. John would obey. Sitting on a wooden bench near the
table, he would rest his head on his arms and would vainly try to
doze.
"Sleep, John, sleep," she would say.
"Yes, Mamma," he would reply, "can't you see I am sleeping?"
So saying, he would close his eyes. Mamma Margaret would
break into laughter. "Look, son, life is so short that we have little
time for doing good. Every hour we give to unnecessary sleep is
time lost for heaven. Every minute we can spare from unnecessary
rest prolongs our life, because slumber is the image of death. How
many good works we could accomplish in these minutes and how
many merits we might earn for ourselves!" Her counsel was an echo
of the divine word: "Anything you can turn your hand to, do with
what power you have; for there will be no work, nor reason, nor
knowledge, nor wisdom in the nether world where you are going"
(Eccles. 9, 10).
Later we shall see how adept John was in making fruitful use
of his time.

CHAPTER

10

Childhood

Episodes

jS<

'OME may consider the incidents described in this chapter as trivial. Yet, they should not be omitted, because they ever
more clearly reveal Margaret's way of raising her children. John
was only five years old when together with his brother Joseph he
was assigned the chore of leading a drove of turkeys to pasture. A
cunning rogue who was passing by, saw the children and thought
he would swindle them out of a turkey. He approached them and
asked: "Will you sell me a turkey?"
The two little boys looked at each other. How lucky they were
to have a chance of playing storekeeper and earning some money.
"I'll give you five soldi," 1 the man added.
"Five soldi!" they exclaimed. It seemed an enormous sum to
them, and without further ado they accepted the money while the
swindler grabbed the largest turkey and quickly disappeared from
sight. The boys instantly ran to their mother.
"Mamma, we've sold a turkey," they shouted, panting with excitement.
"Oh," said their mother, who had hardly been expecting such a
piece of news.
"And we got a good price for it! Five soldi!" They handed her
the money with an air of triumph, holding it out on their palms.
Mamma Margaret could not believe her eyes. "Poor me! Five
soldi! A fine bargain! Don't you know that a turkey costs at least
four and a half lire? That man was a rascal, and he robbed you."
The two children were dumbfounded. After recovering from their
shock they ran off in desperate search of the buyer. Margaret called
out vainly for them to come back; they heard nothing, but raced
wildly from one side of the hill to the other. While hunting for
1

An Italian 5-centesimi (cents) piece. [Editor]
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that one turkey they forgot all about the others with which they
had been entrusted and which were now at the mercy of the first
passerby. Margaret saw what was happening from her window. She
ran out, and with the help of some neighbors, managed to herd
the straying turkeys and lock them up in the henroost. Meanwhile,
the two little boys, who, as might have been expected, had not
found the swindler, returned home, heads hanging in shame. They
were dripping with perspiration and very upset. Their feelings can
easily be imagined when they reached the meadow and discovered
that the other turkeys had also disappeared. They looked about
them: nothing in sight. They looked in the direction of their house:
there was no one there either. Immediately both boys figured that
the other turkeys had been stolen as well, so they were in a real
panic when they reached home. They had hardly crossed the threshold before they gasped: "Mamma, the turkeys have gone!"
Margaret looked at them and smiled. Suspecting she had some
good news they ran to her. "Why are you laughing?"
"Because I've already put them away. You boys do things without using your head. Next time, don't trust to your own judgment,
but ask the advice of someone who knows a little more than you
do. Then you won't have to be sorry, and you won't sell any more
turkeys for five soldi apiece. Neither will you run the risk of losing
all the others! What do you think you could have done—little as
you are—all alone against the thief?"
Here I cannot refrain from an observation: who would have
thought then that Divine Providence would appoint John as His
treasurer, and that he would be called upon to administer vast sums
in support of innumerable works of charity?
Some time later John noticed that one of the turkey cocks in his
care was no longer in the meadow. He had not seen anybody
around who might have stolen it. Upon looking about, however,
he noticed a tall, bearded man going his way with utmost indifference, never glancing at the little keeper. But John had already
reasoned logically that only this man could have been the thief,
though he had no evidence to prove it. Nevertheless, he was so sure
of himself that he dashed out into the road in hot pursuit of the
man. Then, with the courage born of certainty, John ordered him
to stop.
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"You're not going one step farther unless you give back my
turkey."
The stranger looked little John over sternly and replied: "Have
you gone out of your mind? Keep well, and good day to you!"
But John daringly insisted: "Didn't you hear me? Give me that
turkey! You stole it, I tell you."
The stranger unbuttoned his coat: "Where do you think I might
be hiding it?"
But John was not discouraged. "I don't care if you haven't got it
on you. I want it back, I tell you."
"I see you like your fun," observed the stranger, "but it's out of
place. I've got no more time to lose with you." So saying, he continued on his way, but John ran on ahead to bar his path.
"You're not going on unless you give back what belongs to me.
Otherwise I'll start shouting 'Thief, thief!' and if nobody comes, I'll
grab you by the legs and I won't let you go."
In the face of such resolution the man, afraid of being caught,
went behind a bush and from the ditch pulled out a sack in which
he had hidden the turkey, with the intention of returning for it during the night when nobody was about. Making the best of a bad
situation, he said: "Look, I just wanted to play a trick on you, and
see whether you'd notice that a turkey was missing." And he
handed back the stolen bird.
"Very well," John replied, "now you can go about your own
business. But don't try to play such tricks again, because it's something no honest man would do."
That evening when John returned home he told his mother about
his exploit. Another mother, perhaps, would have praised her son's
presence of mind and would have railed against the thief, loudly
and tiresomely recounting the event to her neighbors. But Margaret
was of the opinion that the child had run too great a risk and she
told him so.
"Now supposing he had not stolen the turkey, you would have
been in trouble because he might have felt insulted and given you a
thrashing."
"But I was certain he'd stolen it! There was no one else around,
and I'd seen the turkey only a few minutes before!"
"The fact that you didn't see it wasn't reason enough for you
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to accuse him. Someone else might have come close to the meadow
and then hidden himself behind a tree or a hedge."
"If I had thought of all these things, we'd have lost the turkey."
"Listen, that would have been no great loss. You know that I
don't care to insist on my rights at the risk of offending the spirit
of charity or getting into trouble with my neighbors. I don't like to
quarrel over a bunch of grapes or some fruit that somebody might
steal. If necessary, we can warn them; but the world won't come
to an end over such trifles."
"So you would let people take everything from you, without a
complaint?"
"Easy, son. If my family's well-being were at stake, you'd soon
see that I would stand on my rights even against the toughest
people."
"But don't you see that man was shamelessly lying?"
"How did you know it was a lie? He might actually have been
meaning to play a joke on you. You had no proof to the contrary."
"Hum!" grumbled John, somewhat incredulous.
"Anyway, even if he were guilty, you could have accepted his
apology and spared him embarrassment. And I'd like to point out
that the last words you said to him were unnecessary. Since you
had already gotten the turkey back, there was no need to say anything else."
"So I did wrong then?"
"I didn't say that; your intention was a good one and you won
your point. But take care not to mention this to anybody else.
Should you meet that man again, pretend you've forgotten all about
it. Remember that a single enemy is one too many."
But if Margaret was a model of prudence, she nevertheless
trained her sons to be courageous by setting an example herself,
as the following amusing anecdote shows.
One year there was general grief over the prospect of a poor
vintage. Prices had soared, and the peasants kept close watch over
their vineyards as vintage time drew near. Some thieves had been
roaming about at night stripping the vineyards to stock their own
wine cellars at the expense of others.
Margaret lived alone with her three boys in an isolated house
surrounded by woods. She certainly was not in a position to defend
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herself against anyone trying to rob her. So she lived in constant
danger of waking up one fine morning to find herself robbed of
the most profitable source of revenue from her farm. Several vines
along the path had already been stripped of their fruit. But there
was an indefinable virile character about Margaret's way of thinking and acting that kept her from easily succumbing to despair.
One day she saw a man passing by her vineyard, looking as
though he were out merely for a stroll. She noticed that from time
to time he would cast a knowing eye over the slopes and hedges,
as though he were studying the landscape. Suspecting he might try
to loot the vines that very night, Margaret gathered her sons around
her and said: "I'm afraid someone may try to steal our grapes tonight. We must be on the alert. Don't make a single sound, keep
absolutely silent. But when I give the signal, start shouting 'Thief!
Thief!' at the top of your voices and make all the noise you can."
When night came over the farm, Margaret left the house without taking a light. She sat on the ground, surrounded by her sons.
Before long a shadowy figure appeared at the far end of the vineyard moving stealthily around the hedge. And then entering the
farm itself, the figure walked along a row of vines and suddenly
came to a halt. Margaret watched. All was still and silent. The alert
youngsters waited only for her signal. The man had already broken
off a bunch of grapes when Margaret cried out: "Thief! Do you
want to go to hell just for a few grapes?"
The three boys immediately began to yell: "Thief! Thief! Quick!
Quick, police! Over there! There's the thief! Hurry, hurry!"
They raised a tremendous racket by wildly beating iron shovels
and tongs against each other. Scared out of his wits by such an unexpected uproar, the thief dropped the grapes, raced madly down
the hill, and disappeared, but not before he had fallen headlong
into a ditch.
Delighted with her victory, Margaret said: "See, we've chased
the thieves away even without guns!" They all laughed heartily.
Shortly afterwards the thief fell foul of the law by other robberies
and spent several years in prison.
Trained thus to be fearless, John was always able to keep a cool
head. This was very essential to him in view of the many vicissitudes
and perils he was to encounter in the course of his long life. To
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be sure, he was inspired by supernatural motives, but virtue in a
heart trained to aim at perfection since childhood is like a heady
wine in a fragile vessel: it requires a miracle to keep it intact. John
truly exemplified the righteous man about whom we read in Sirach:
"At the father's death, he will seem not dead; since he leaves after
him one like himself whom he looks upon through life with joy,
and even in death, without regret: The avenger he leaves against
his foes, and the one to repay his friends with kindness" (30, 4-6).
Was not John, indeed, to be the keeper in the Lord's vineyard,
one of the defenders of His house?
John was to give further proof of his courage a few years later.
Mamma Margaret had always been careful never to tell her children terrifying stories that might over-excite their imagination. Unfortunately many mothers imprudently do so and thereby rear
cowards instead of men of courage. One autumn John went for a
brief vacation to the home of his mother's family in Capriglio,
where Margaret customarily spent several days to help with the
vintage. His grandfather, uncles and aunts gave him a hearty welcome.
As night drew on and they were waiting for supper, someone
began to spin a tale about how, in times gone by, they used to hear
different weird sounds coming from the attic. The sounds were
either of long or brief duration, but they always had a hair-raising
effect on those who heard them. Everyone maintained that only
the devil himself would have been able to upset people in such a
manner. John refused to believe such idle tales, and insisted that
it was all due to some natural cause, such as the wind, a polecat
or something like that. Since it was already dark, someone lit the
lamps. The room in which they were talking had a ceiling with
many rafters. This formed the floor of a large attic used as a barn
and storehouse for other crops. Suddenly they heard the noise of a
falling object, like a big basket of bowls, followed by a slow, dull
sound that traversed the space above their heads from one corner
to another. Everyone stopped talking and a sombre silence fell on
the group. When the sinister sound was repeated their faces grew
pale.
"What can it be?" they whispered to one another.
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"Let's go outside," Margaret said to her son. "Come on, a sudden fright might do you harm."
"No," John said, "I want to see what it is."
The noise continued at intervals, and given the hour it was so
inexplicable as to be terrifying indeed. They all stared at each other
quizzically.
"Did anybody leave the door open?" someone asked.
"No, it's locked," answered another.
"What then?"
John stood up resolutely, lit a lamp and said: "Let's go and take
a look."
"Listen, let's wait for tomorrow—it's prudent . . ."
"What! Are you afraid?"
So saying, he climbed the wooden staircase leading to the attic.
The others, each holding a lantern and a stick, followed behind
him, trembling and muttering to themselves. John pushed open the
door. He entered the attic, held the lantern up and looked about
him. He could see nothing. All was still. Some of his relatives
peeped in from the door, only one or two having dared to enter
after him. Then they all gave a startled cry, and some fled. Something very strange was going on: a wheat-sieve in a corner, was
moving of its own accord and advancing toward them, coming to
a sudden halt in response to their terror-stricken shrieks. But after
the shouts died down, it resumed its movements and did not halt
until it had reached John's feet. The boy stepped back. Then he
handed his lantern to the person nearest him, who terrified let it
fall, plunging the room in darkness. He called for another lantern
and stood it on top of an old chair. Then, bending down, he
touched the sieve. "Don't touch it! Don't touch it!" someone yelled
from the doorway. John paid no heed and lifted it off the ground.
A great roar of laughter filled the room. Underneath the sieve
stood a big hen!
This is what had happened. Some grains of wheat had become
lodged in the grill of the sieve that was tilted against the wall. Lured
by the grains, a hen had begun to peck at these tempting morsels
of food. The sieve had unexpectedly toppled over and had imprisoned the hen. Captive and hungry, the hen had tried to escape,
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and because it was unable to rid itself of the great weight, it had
battered itself against the sides. Thus, the hen had pushed its not
too heavy prison from one end of the attic to the other. The silence
of the night, the floor made of rafters and the general fear had
given the noise a particularly eerie quality.
Gaiety succeeded their panic for which the hen paid dearly.
Grabbing the bird, Margaret said: "You won't frighten us like that
any more!" So saying, she wrung its neck and then plucked and
cooked it.
"The goblin's in the cookpot!" they all shouted in unison as
they prepared to sit down, quite unexpectedly, to a magnificent
supper. No one felt like going to bed, so after having been freed
of their fear they spent the night in a frolicsome mood as they
watched their vats and barrels.
John was always even-tempered. The conviction that he is in the
grace of God endows a youth with great certainty and assurance:
"He who fears the Lord is never alarmed, never afraid; for the
Lord is his hope" (Sir. 34, 14). Those who trust in the help of
God, "shall not fear the terror of the night, nor the arrow that
flies by day" (Ps. 90, 5).

CHAPTER

11

Early Signs of

Virtue

, 1 3 E F O R E going on with our narrative, we must speak of
the place where the events about to be described occurred. Following the road from Buttigliera to Becchi, a hamlet forming part of
Morialdo, the traveler will see to his right a hill. On its crest stands
a plain cottage, at its foot lies a meadow shaded by a grove. The
house was Margaret's, and to this meadow her sons, Joseph, and
later, John, used to lead a cow to pasture.
We read in Sirach: "Idleness is an apt teacher of mischief" (33,
28). Margaret's children heard this, time and again, and learned
to avoid offending God and to be busy round the clock. Work
became a welcome part of their lives. Margaret saw to it that they
were always engaged in chores compatible with their years.
Thus, she assigned John the task of tending the cow and he applied himself most diligently to it. He could be seen every day in
the meadow holding the rope tied to the cow's horns, to prevent it
from straying and doing damage in the neighbors' fields.
The following incident was told to us by John Filippello, one
of John's contemporaries. According to Filippello, John's actions,
even then revealed something extraordinary about his character.
"I used to take the animals to pasture with John when he was
about seven. He excited the admiration of everyone who saw him,
on the one hand, because he was so unassuming and humble, his
head always slightly bowed; and on the other, because he was so
lively and bright that he instantly made friends. I often would say
to him: 'You won't have any trouble in being a success in life,
John.' To which he would answer quite simply: 'I hope not.' "
A boy named Secundus Matta was another of John's cowherding companions in the pasture. John's own age, he was a young
farmhand on one of the surrounding estates. Matta would come
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down the hill every morning with his master's cow; he carried along
his breakfast, a piece of coarse bread. John would be munching on
a piece of tasty white bread that Mamma Margaret always took
great pains to keep in the house.
One day John asked Matta: "Want to do me a favor?"
"Sure," Matta replied.
"How about swapping bread with me?"
"Why?"
"Because your bread must taste better than mine, and I like it
better."
In his simplicity Matta really believed that John preferred coarse
bread. Since he liked his friend's white bread better, he eagerly
agreed to the exchange. From that day onward, for two successive
spring seasons, they exchanged bread every morning in the meadow.
Later on, a grown man, Matta often thought about this. He would
often discuss it with his nephew, Fr. Secundus Marchisio, a Salesian,
observing that John's motive for the exchange could only have been
to practice self-denial. The coarse bread of those days was certainly
not a choice tidbit.
The solitude of the meadow offered John an occasion for prayer.
He had learned this habit from his mother, for Margaret, apart
from the prescribed prayers she recited devotedly on her knees,
would continually murmur words of love for God throughout the
day, while occupied with the most varied chores. All those who
knew John as a child testify to his love of prayer and to his great
devotion to the Blessed Virgin. John must have been very familiar
with the holy rosary, because from the earliest days of the Oratory
up to the last years of his life, he always insisted that his boys
recite it every day. He never subscribed to the idea that a religious
community could be exempt from reciting these prayers for any
reason at all. In his view, it was a necessary practice of piety for
proper living, as important as his daily bread in sustaining his
strength and keeping him alive. Moreover, as soon as the bells of
Morialdo rang out the Angelus, he would immediately bare his
head and kneel in homage to his heavenly Mother. John Filippello
adds that his piety was so great that frequently one could hear his
clear silvery voice echoing through the hills uplifted in sacred
song.
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Prayer combined with work maintains one's purity of soul; thus,
it can be said that John preserved that immaculate virtue that
makes men akin to angels. Hence, it is not surprising if Marianne
Occhiena more than once observed to Joseph Buzzetti, with the utmost conviction, that from time to time the Blessed Virgin appeared to her nephew when he was alone in the meadow and spoke
to him. We have no way of confirming such a signal favor, but
merely suggest that such a statement reveals the esteem in which
he was held during his childhood by all who observed him closely.
While these scenes of a simple life unfolded on the hill of Becchi,
the people of Castelnuovo hastened to the parish church on a certain week day of the year 1822, summoned there by a ceremony
of exceptional character. It was the day on which the dean of the
area, Father Joseph Sismondo, with the entire clergy, stood before
the high altar and swore allegiance to King Charles Felix, who had
ascended the throne the year before, and to his successors. The
mayor and a municipal councillor acted as witnesses. This royal
decree affected the clergy throughout the Kingdom. The Pope had
granted the necessary authorization, even though it was a gratuitous slur to doubt the loyalty of priests to their King. It was then
that Bishop [Louis] Fransoni of Fossano, most rightfully exclaimed:
"Incidimus in tempora mala." [We are falling into evil times!] For
he foresaw the shape of things to come and was aware of the bad
faith of the men around the King.
They had already sown seeds of mistrust in the King's mind
against Archbishop [Columban] Chiaverotti of Turin, although
things never went so far as to cause an open break between them.
The Archbishop was overly respectful to his King while Charles
Felix, being deeply Christian in spirit, showed a great deference
toward ecclesiastical authority. In many ways he deserved well ,
of the Church, and more than once he succeeded in curbing the
demands of his ministers, who did not share his respect for the
rights of the Church. Nevertheless, he was not consistent in upholding some of these rights: the triple ecclesiastical immunity,
which had been reestablished in 1814, did not last very long since
it proved irksome to the innovators. Consequently, upon the King's
request, in 1823, Rome authorized priests to act as witnesses in
court, both in civil and criminal cases when subpoenaed, although
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certain limitations still protected sacerdotal dignity. Even so, the
priestly dignity inherent in a pastor, confessor, counselor and natural confidant of the people surely deserved some special privilege.
In view of the benefits deriving to all from this office, surely a
priest should have been exempted from any odious obligation.
Again in 1824, the King's ministers demanded that episcopal
pastoral letters be submitted to the civil authorities for revision,
should some phrases not be to their liking, and arrogated to themselves the right to exercise the veto if a Bishop refused to submit.
The King sided with those Bishops who appealed to him personally,
and in individual instances the ministers backed down. But they
did not recall the order they had issued to printers, prohibiting them
from printing anything not having official approval.
The King's predecessor and brother, Victor Emmanuel I, had
been a devout, righteous and good-hearted monarch, both respectful and obedient in his attitude toward the Church. He had reinstated the religious Orders. But he, too, was surrounded by men
such as President Count Peiretti, Ambassador to Rome, who was
wont to say: "Whatever builds up hopes in Rome is a cause of
fear for us and by no means must we yield to it."
Royalist traditions were still alive at court and the crown councillors worked hard to convince the Sovereign that certain privileges enjoyed by the clergy were no longer compatible with the
changed conditions of the time. Victor Emmanuel himself, in his
written instructions to Count Barbaroux, his envoy to the Holy
See, had impressed upon him that he mistrusted the Pope as a
temporal ruler. He trusted, instead, the other European Powers,
which were allowing the sectaries in Turin to hold their meetings
in the French and Spanish Embassies and in the palace of the
Bavarian Envoy. The outcome was the revolution of 1821 and
Victor Emmanuel, in fright, voluntarily abdicated in favor of
Charles Felix.
All this was the result of the principles taught at the University
of Turin. These can be summarized briefly: "Either the Pope consents to do our bidding, or we shall do what we want anyway!" This
principle, on the whole, smoothed the way for all foes of the Church.
Count [Clement Solaro] della Margherita declared that he was very
lucky to have studied Canon Law by himself from authors not
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condemned by the Church. He had received his degree before the
reform when there was as yet no faculty of Canon Law in [the
State University] in Turin.
How much superior to these ministers and university professors
was a humble boy who knew nothing beyond his catechism. "I
have more discernment than the elders, because I observe your
precepts," John might have echoed the Psalmist (Ps. 118, 100).
Indeed, these officials and titled professors caused immeasurable
harm to society, whereas the young cowherd laid the foundations
for its restoration. John, ever intrepid and faithful in serving God
and his Church, could in truth have made his own the words
of Sirach: "When I was young and innocent, I sought wisdom before all else. In prayer I begged for her, and from my youth followed after her. She was rich like ripening grapes; in her was my
heart's joy. My feet were steadfast in her path; thus, I attained to
her at last. For a short time I paid heed, and I acquired great instruction; as in this way I have made progress, I shall return thanks
to him who gives me wisdom. When I had considered how I might
make her mine, I strove to do well, lest I should be rebuffed" (51,
13-18).
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First Schooling

% HE three children left by Francis to Margaret Occhiena
—Anthony, Joseph, and John—were very different in character
and inclination. Anthony was rough-mannered, with little or no
delicacy of feeling. Boastful, always quick with his fists, he exemplified an I-don't-care attitude toward life. In school he had learned
to read and write but boasted that he had never studied or really
attended class. To be sure, he had no aptitude for study. He worked
in the fields and with his strong physique he had all the makings
of a good farmer.
Joseph was a gentle and serene soul, good, patient, and prudent;
he took after his father and was very adept in turning everything
to some advantage, even things that might seem of little use. Thus,
had he not been so fond of the peaceful life of the farm, he might
have become a successful businessman.
On the other hand, John was by nature at once quick to flare
up and rather inflexible, so that he had to make great efforts
to achieve self-control. He had a serious disposition. He talked
little but noticed everything, weighing the words of others, trying to understand other people's character and to guess their
thoughts so as to conduct himself with prudence. He was never
seen to laugh uproariously, no matter how ridiculous the things
he heard, or even when he himself did or said something silly.
"A fool raises his voice in laughter," says Sirach, "but a prudent
man at the most smiles gently" (21, 20). Warm of heart and of
lively intelligence, he quickly learned the knack of any trade or
craft that he saw others perform. Thanks to his tenacity and patience in achieving his purpose, John was able to overcome all the
obstacles that life set in his path. According to John Becchis, a
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neighbor who knew John Bosco as a child, his obedience was so
outstanding that mothers would cite him as an example to their
children.
John was of medium height, agile and pleasing in appearance.
His face was full and oval in shape, surmounted by a broad forehead that expressed an inner serenity. His nose was regular and
his lips always seemed to be set in a kindly smile. His chin was
well-formed and graceful. His eyes were black and piercing and
his facial expression changed with the glow of his eyes. His hair
was thick, curly and dark blond as were his eyebrows. Such is
John's portrait as his contemporaries recall him.
Relations between Anthony and the other two brothers were
always strained. On the other hand, Joseph and John were deeply
fond of each other; their tastes were identical, and there was never
the slightest discord between them. Indeed, they seemed to vie
with each other in trying to do whatever would please the other
most.
It was the year 1823 and John was eight years old. Margaret,
perhaps foreseeing that Providence had destined him for tasks other
than that of work in the fields, wanted to send him to the public
school at Castelnuovo, where instruction was limited to reading,
writing, the essentials of arithmetic, the rudiments of Italian grammar and the catechism. But she was troubled by the fact that their
hamlet was some three miles from Castelnuovo. This would entail
some expense to board him with a family and provide whatever
he would need. She talked it over with Anthony, now twenty, who
immediately expressed his opposition to her plan.
"Why must you send John to school?" he grumbled. "Let him
swing the hoe, like I did!"
"I'm not showing John any favoritism by sending him to school,"
Margaret replied. "Joseph also learned to read and write, and
your father did the same for you."
"But you're talking of boarding school."
"Now listen to me: up till now we've managed to get along
and the Lord has always helped us. Don't worry, no one will eat
up your share. Study is important nowadays; even shoemakers and
tinkers study. It's a common thing now to go to school."
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Anthony retorted that he had grown to be a strong man without
benefit of school or studies. So he stubbornly opposed Margaret's
plan.
This incident provides a shining example of Margaret's prudence.
Although Anthony was her stepson, he was nevertheless the firstborn, so she deferred to him in a way that was unique rather than
rare, although he did nothing to deserve it. She never undertook
anything without first consulting him or first persuading him of
its desirability when his opinion differed.
Further, Margaret readily yielded if she realized that a decision
was not to his liking. Thus, she maintained that peace in the
family which, next to the grace of God, is the most precious and
enviable of treasures. So she let the matter drop for the time being. After waiting for a more propitious moment, she gave Anthony to understand that although she had given up the idea of
sending John to Castelnuovo, she was still determined that John
should study. Anthony was appeased.
August of that year saw all the churches draped in black, while
the mournful tolling of the church bells announced the death of
Pius VII, who had passed away on August 20. A few weeks later,
Christian hearts again surged with joy and exultation at the news
of Leo XIFs election on September 28. There was lots of talk
among the people in those days about Pius VII, for whom the
whole of Piedmont felt the deepest affection. They had seen him
many times, they had wept over his sufferings and rejoiced in his
triumphs. His picture was venerated in every household: everyone
was familiar with his lovable countenance. Not so many years ago,
one still saw oil paintings of this great Pontiff in the homes of
well-to-do families. The impressions of one's childhood being indelible, I feel certain that these events kindled in John's heart
that love of the Pope that one day was to permeate all his great
undertakings.
When autumn came, Margaret had recourse to an expedient to
which Anthony consented. That winter John was to attend the
public school daily in the neighboring village of Capriglio, where
he would learn the rudiments of reading and writing. The teacher
was the chaplain, Father Joseph Lacqua, a very pious priest. Margaret called on him, begging him to admit her son to his classes,
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since John was still too young to make the long trek between
Becchi and Castelnuovo. The priest was not inclined to do so, since
he was not obliged to accept pupils residing outside Capriglio. Margaret was greatly distressed and at her wit's end, when unexpectedly
a kindly peasant offered to be John's first instructor in reading.
She accepted his friendly offer. So that winter, 1823-24, John
learned to read and spell tolerably well. A few years ago this same
man told Father Michael Rua how happy he was to have had the
good fortune of being John Bosco's first teacher.
Meanwhile the Lord ordained events in a way that brought new
hope to Margaret. Father Lacqua's housekeeper died at Capriglio
in 1824 and her place was taken by Marianne Occhiena, Margaret's sister. Marianne was very fond of her nephews and often
came to visit them at Becchi. She immediately beseeched the chaplain to accept John at his school. He could not refuse his new
housekeeper, whom he already knew to be a reliable and very religious woman. So he agreed to teach the boy free of charge. Aunt
Marianne, who cleared the way for little John's elementary schooling, served the revered chaplain until his dying day. A spinster, she
ended her days in the Oratory of St. Francis de Sales, putting her
charitable activity in the service of the youngsters who were sheltered there.
With his aunt in Capriglio, school for John was just like being
at home. School started shortly after All Saints' Day and continued until the Feast of the Annunciation. At that tender age and
in the harshest season of the year, John walked the two and a half
mile trek to school in freezing rain or snow along a muddy road,
almost daily. Father Lacqua grew very fond of his new pupil and
was kind to him in many ways. He zealously dedicated himself to
the lad's instruction and even more to his Christian education.
Amazed at his outstanding aptitude for study and religious practice, the priest gave him further explanations of the truths that his
mother had already taught him. He advised him on the means to
keep himself in a state of grace and how to approach the sacrament
of Penance with greater benefit. Father Lacqua also stressed the
necessity of Christian mortification, the practice of which requires
a vigilant watch over one's every action, even the slightest, lest it
be tinged with pride.
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It was a step forward which God had preordained for John.
At times his younger schoolmates badgered him, as if he were a
simpleton. It is only natural that a child who had grown up in the
isolation of a lonely farmhouse should at first feel ill at ease upon
suddenly finding himself among children who were total strangers
to him. But John never attempted to defend himself, as he might
easily have done, especially when he could no longer be regarded
as a newcomer. He chose to endure this badgering in patience,
without asserting himself, even though he could certainly count on
the support of his aunt and of his teacher. We learned this from
Anthony Occhiena son of Francis Occhiena, a former schoolmate of John, and in later years Mayor of Capriglio. Already at
that tender age apparently, John was fond of practicing certain
penances in secret, as we shall see later. He was greatly stirred by
the stories of the lives of saints as told by his teacher, and he tried
to emulate them.
Although he attended the school at Capriglio with some degree
of regularity only in the winter of 1824-25, John nevertheless made
great progress in reading and writing. In his free time he drove
the cattle to pasture and soothed Anthony's feelings by working in
the fields in the summer months. According to the testimony of all
the people of the hamlet, however, no sooner had he learned to
read than he eagerly dedicated himself to this task with the idea
of qualifying for the priesthood. He had already made known this
desire. His brother Joseph recalled that John always had a book
in his hand at meal times and read constantly while eating. His
favorite book was the catechism. He always carried it on his person until he began to attend school regularly. This little book was
a source of new grace to him. The Scriptures tell us: "Reflect on
the precepts of the Lord, let his commandments be your constant
meditation: then he will enlighten your mind, and the wisdom you
desire he will grant" (Sir. 6, 37).
November brought the first snows and all outdoor farm work
came to a halt. John talked about returning to school. Anthony
began to wear a sullen look and Margaret deemed it wiser not to
enforce her authority. Since it was always easy to find some pretext to send the boy to Capriglio, either to visit his aunt or to run
on some errand to his grandfather, during that winter of 1825-26

